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'This evaluation involved the compiling. of all pertinent 
.. 
cost information and the development Qf. a inodel . in orde,r . to 
( 
forecast the annual operating cost of 'a proposed integrated 
' . sawlog~pulpwood-fuelwood site on Bonavista Peninsula, 
Newfoundland _(Department . of Forest Resources and Lands, ' 
"" . Forest ·Management Uhit 2) ~ It is an attempt to follow a 
\ 
_systematic approach ~o - cos~ analysis of . a proposed expanded 
forest .industry in the area which involve~ a ce~tralized 
chip processing o~eration. Production and transportation . 
parameters ar~ speCified in the series of mathematical ·,. 
. 
equations which comprise the model.• The influence of· · 
vary~ng wood delivery form, product selection, and 
transportation mode on the annual operating .c~st· can be 
I 
j . , 
i~xamined with use of the ·model. 
. '*""~"" 




was examined for thr_ee __ ~OQ_es Of transportation: ____ (_l_)-Il\ari..ne--..:. _ _____ _ 
. ... 
1 (2 b~r~e - 1 tug system)J ~2) raif t"piggy-back" method bf 
; 
rail shipment) and (-3) 'road ( 5-axle ' 'tr!Jck-semi-trailer 
combination). Within the production restraint set by the 
·annual allowable ·cut. whi.ch places a limit ~n maxim~olume 
of wood processed, it was concluded that road transport -was 
the most economical mode. 
Potential revenue f rom the proposed operation is 
~ 
tabulated and intangible bene f its expounded. This was done 
to vi~w costs and benefits in perspective of one another • • 
------__ ...,_ __ . -
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The operation on~~-.'a .. purely. 'economic · .basis i~ n·ot' feasible· 










































under existing. cq~d~t-~~ and· _exi~t:~~g· mat'k.~t~ ~-- :· . 
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CHAPTER 'ONE . 
INTRODUC'tiON · ; . 
• I - I : • ' ••: • ' . 
. ;- •. : 
. ... 
' , I 
. . ,. 
,• . . ~ . . . 
, . 
; .; . :~ ... 
1t ~ ~ : ' • .' • 
. ~ . 
• • . .· : . • ! •• • 
' ·-~ . .. ~ l :l ·. ·. ·.· . · ~] .. ··'· 
; ' ' I J Q ' '. ' •• •• • ' ,' : ' ' • : • • ' : : o ' .. f' ' ' ' ,· ' , o • ~~ ' · , o I ' • • I o t• . 0 
·: _,;Dhe . . l,9}3 Federal~Provincia·l Ta,sK -For:ce qn· Fore_strlt'- ... .. .. . ·! ·. · 
: . . . r~c~:endeQ· an irive.st.iga.tlon·· into' _' the dori~ept- ()f ~\'l~e~rated .. · . : .. _..· . ~ .·: _ .. _ :' . r~' 
f , I' I • II • \ • , ' • ' , • " , • , , I • . • ,l ' • _' II( ,~ , ' 
-~a~-i~g.:p~i~w-6ba· 'i6~9irfg ·i:n N-~wf.o~ndl~nd .;-w. 1_::: -t~e- . ~- 981 · -R~y~i·· .. ·_ ·. _ .:. . · .:_~ .... l -.' .. ·· 
ll. .. • • •• • .. '" • • • • ' , • • • : ... • • • '. • • • • , . •• .~ • • • , · , - .~ • ' 
. co~~ssion 1_of · F~rest_ Man~~ement . ~~d . ~r·6~t~c~-i~-n- ~~-~~ider·e~_ ·._ -~ -- , . :::: ~ ,.·· :::_:_. _- ·.1 ··.:. · 
: . . ' • ,.. )' I • I • "'' . . . • • ' • ' • ,. ' ' ·. • • ' ~ ' ' . . ' • . ' • , , ' ' "' ' ' ' 
:-.-- t:h~_ , con~pt-.. in - its ,study .and'_c6:ncluded' t~at .alt;.hough -- ~h~ : .·.-.. ~ : .: -~ --- ·-::---:- .: r ._· 
• ' . : ; . . • . ' . . - . ' ,· . . ' . . • . . . ' . . • ./' • • • · . ..... ·, . ' .. ,: ,:. ·• · l'f, ·- · . 
. , ' ~d~a .is. not~ w~dely' practicab~e·>.· it'._ should ~.not ~e con.sidered -.; . '.::~-- - ·. ·. :: .. _ ·. -:.-r-. <: 
' .. ,. ~ .. . . ' . . . . . . . . ' - . . . . ' . . .. {~ .. 
· · ,:_ . . , .-· _ · · . .-~ - - -_, · a~ . inapprop-(iat~ co'~'ce~t..[ -2 1 .:: .·_·_. _. ·. ·:· ·_ . . ~- - _. ~ - _ · : · ._ · _~- .- .. . _. ·.'-:.· ·_·_ :_·:···.-;<:·!·:.:::.: 
. · ( -· ~: > ; ·"' -· _.· . ·.- · ~he 19~-~yal_:co~·fssion t~~o~e~d~d- the·\~a~~esti~~, of - · · ... ·. . <:. ·- -~· .! : · 
' .· · ; J - ~' • ·_ .. ' · : _ ~UlpW.,.,'~ ~~ ~~:::;r( . .tJlanrl · ;egions, ~Supp~~ z~nE.s 2 a~d ' \ · · ·.· •• . · . . '(, ' 
·"' · •• :·· .
1 
. • (Flgure rL .-. !n order to alleviate the . expe~ted de.terioratio~\ L ~:·. . . • . • 
· {; l ~f N ~f oundl.Ond ' s ·wo.;d • s ,{pply • [ 21 . With dr w! t iiout. f o rek t - ' .'· . : .• . 
.r. 1'>. '·:. \ . . pro~ei:t~~~, tber~ is expec~~d 1to ~/a ~o~~ .'Shortage ~Y !990. .. , • ; 
. ,. 
' . . ' 
• ·' . Jj 
' / ' ·. ·. De~ending · on 'the .-d.e~iree of torest ·protection · avai lable wood · 
.. .· ' ' ; . ' . 
: ~oitim~ ·o~ ._the · Isiand of Newfoundland· will ~.all .short of . the 
. ' . , . . : \ . ' . 
- . 'J . [3] ' projected· r:;e·quir~p1en_ts ,hy 14 to 31 percent. , - ~ -1 
Consideration ~of the · growing impo~ta;ce of fuel~ood ;' • .. ' · 
J ·. ·.,. . · .~ ~~i:o~g ·.w.i~h the. J~·;fo;~menti~ned harves~ing · ~~ncep.ts, has · .. : ' , : , . ·. : : : , lEid tO ~t,lre i?o~&i bli.li t y .. ; ~ e~t ~bli .; ng an integra te'd • •' ., ' 








· · · . ·~- , ·. ~·-sawl'og...;,pu,lpwood:... f~lOJood' ~oggi·ng . site on Boriavista Peninsu·la 
.... . ';. , ~ ' -, . . • • l ' • ' . ,· ._.,I 
. ..  ~ ·. 
' • . 













'41' ._ . " u (Figure 1).;· .~ 
. ' -~ ; . . .. ~"' ' 
·· this ,.~remot~ island area,. _tFores·~,Ma.hagement Unit 2; 
\ ' , ~ . ,, . ,., \. ' 
Supply Zone 3) w'ill be investi-gated by the author as · a 
, ' I " ' ._ . 
poten~ial area to set up a central sorting and m«rshalling 
I ' • • I , .,? 
yard becauae . of the presen~ neel to· 'ilviculturally _..improv~· 
t •• -
.. 
,I .; . 
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Legend 





<:). Fores~ -~~nagem~~~- Units 
•, . 
. :o 
Figure !" •. ·~ ·Forest Management Units.and Ti111ber Supp~y . Zones. 
... . 
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- 3 .. ~ 
' . 
thp . Bonavis ta Peninsula. ·area forest. sta.nds, apply· full . 
utiliz~tl<?~:·-- ~f _'·its_ a~:~·i'la'e resource base, and supply the 
. . . ' ~ ' ,. $ . . . 
.required :s·a·w.logs · to the u~it's sawmills. Bonavista 
. , .· 
Pe~in~ul~ is -~pecifl~~.t~~-~}~~or.tan~ with rega~ds to ~he. · 
sawmill- i·nd~stry' be_Jaus~· it . is th~ lead.ing l~ber-prod~ci.ng . . . I 
. -
unit in the province, with 'apout 1/3 of Newfoundland's . ,. 
' ·' 
sawmills si(uated in · t~~ : ~-re~-.[ 4 ),tSJ',[ 6 1: ; ... 
. : . ~ ~( ' \, _-;. • J 
• ' : I • ' ·~ >, • ' t ' • ' .' ' o • ' ~~ t: ·~ • 
However, implemen·t,ati~n (:>~ -t~_h: propos'6a integrated loij.gint{':\.' ··- · 
R 0 0 ' _:.:, •• :. ·. : ;:_· .: :~':. 0 0 0 • ; ... : 0 ' ~ ' 0 ... ~ . 0 ; ~ ' 0 -~- ;~\-~~- : 0 / . - -~- 0 • 0 I; 0 
site on- Bonavista .t Pen•i-nsul'~ ·would · not be art. ·attempt : to.:.:·, _ .. · '.: ·. 
; ; ' 
. .· ' . . ' i .: ·:~- i ~ ... : >·:.:·. )_· ·. ,( ~ · .,: . . ,. : ; . .. ... J • • •• ' : •• \ ': . ' ·: .·: : : · • j : .~·-
incr;e~s·:. _  the · ~~o~~~~Jv i :~:!· ·~£-·:::·~~-~ . ;-~-a~nli,l ~-s i ~--,.the . af~a ,-.. ~~;~.; ./·: .. ;.- .\··. ;;: • . ;_-.. ; · ·: 
._rather·be a . s~Src~ ::'of ~~~~11/i.~g {'.ttie-~ dwi~d}ing numb·~~ - c>(· · ! :. !:''!.- .-· ·. · _:,:.~. ; · · 
• ' ': : :.'\~: · .-~' ~.··> ·:· ! ' < ' : · \ '/. " • •• : •• ·, :~;{.J <:-~,·~r; .. ,,~ ·- ~: ,' ', • I ._' ): · ~~ •• 1., : :::_~~ .. :; i ~ -~ .. :•.'( /,: ~ . . ~ \ qual~ty s~wlqg .~~.ze . log's. -;-,• • . .. ,·.:· ,. -.. 1. · · :·:· ._,. . _·; .. .. . . . . .• ~'~. 't , · ' ' .. '•:.\:.'• : . ' ~ • J, \ ,· .. ~·· , "'· ,·< ' ~': ; ": '1: ' ""' , •i \~ ' , :•: ,· ,. : ,~· ' I ~: 
:·Impl~Hnent·~tiori :.of a cle'ar-fcut.tif'lg' ;· ~et;ho~ ~o_r ·. ,.!· • .-?:· ·' .·· 
. ·. _,· ~-. - ·: '!'.'·; .. · ~ .. . ·.· '-:. .. ;.:: ·., ;~ ; .. ~ •,; ~' ··'i '< .. ·,./~.~ > . /, ::;·. , . 
mu~ti--;product ~.'w(;lpd . harvesting wo.~ld ' ha,ve·_; i1J:il~i.«?~ltural as \ 
' I~ ·· I \ • • ,' > ~.~-:'. ~ I • o ' ':_ j, , .. . .. .. :- .. •{ '•,.: ,:· ·, , .'.;.· ,', I 
well as: economic' ·advantages, . A ~J.e·ar~cut, which::: is 'the 
~ I , ':: '\ .~ ', ~ ·~ 1 .. I ~' 'o '' : ~ , f 
1 
• ~ ~ ': ; ', •;I ' 1 
cheapest.a,ri,d most · practical· harves.t ,i.ng , methoa·, would remove 
• • ' , 1 • , • , I ,·, I 
all ktandin·g tfmber and facilit~te :~fitablHihment '. of a 
• • ·t • • ' 
• J f.!,. -~. . -. . . ~ ., ' . • . .. : ,· 1 J • • 
·Silvicul.lure imp-rovement program. for future gr'o;tt_h. ' . Such a 
.. ' ' (\ . . ' . 
. . . . . ' . ~ 
:':o. 
! ' 
.. ·· ha:rv.es t of. poor quality · stands, mixed hardwood-sdf twood 
f • , ' p L l ' ' r ~ 1 1 ) ' • " ~ i• r ' ' ( • 
- ~ ' ~tand~, . arid ~tands of non-mer~han~a~le gro~t6.~i~~ ~cattere~ 
... 
• '·:a· 
I · ~ . 'l '·. ' 
.. I . :, I ... :. 
. . ~ . 
I . ' · 
' .. 
. ' 
. ~ .... 
. . i _ · .l~rge v~lume stems could be econom_ical}Y· .. · fe:a~·j.ble.'· w-ith .the 
, -~~:t~bli.shment of .an integrated ~odging sit·~~ ; .. 
I • : •f. 
;, ··.\ 
1 f , , 1 • • • ~ • 
A ·central bandling and sorting 
\ 
site would act as a 
primar~ :produc·t . ~e~~g collection and br~kerage potn}, t~e 
sawlogs, with fuelwood and pulpwood'".:'being secon.dary : • . 
. .., 
. . 
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produ;ts. Uee of,.: a handl~ng . yard implies full l.l~ilization- :. 
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of the available resource base. Selection of saw logs as the 
primary product concern would improve avail~~ility of larger---___ . 
size ~imber and improve the chance for continuity of the \ . 
·~awmll~ . industry~ I.f markets for all harvest~\ woo~ could 
: be found, logging waste would be minimized and e6onomic 
' , ' I 
···, 
·activity. in the wood produc.ts 'industry increase·d in the . 
. B~navist~ Peninsula region ... 
f ., • • .. • 
·- . . ~ ~ - M~~k~tabilit~ of .the ~ue~wood an~ p~lpwoo~ i~ greatly 
• 
·dependent on transportation and handling costs. : P~evious, 
. ~ . 
' ' 
v· 
gQvernment·:· '!-nalysis has indicated that delivery qf 'pulpwood 
,. ' ~oundw~o~ ~¥ . marin~ mode fro~the ; , '. · . .. Bonavista Peninpula t6: 
' ·~ 
''' 
. Grand . Fal·ls .is about iS\ ·greater ,than f(o!ll present·: ~pod 
'\. S~~rc.es . !:'~·]·:· . Th~ref~re, the transporeat~on aspect • ,' :·· a0 ·. . 
\i.ntegrat~·~.~! ~oggi~g site ·needs to · be ~stressed in an '·'ec.o~m~ 
' ' .. ~·· e~.aluati'6~·;,. · c~~ts of shipping wood from outside Supply Zone 
. . . .·' ., . \ . ' 
1 ::restrict· ~ulpwood produc-tion · ~n remote · areas. However, as 
: : I • • 0 0 ( ,!' I ' )" • .,: ,:_ ·~ fl. 
~o'o~: su~p~i~~ -·· ~."!indl_e nea~ mills, more distant areas may 
• ~ •• ~ ~ : ' ?;0 • • 
. ~ec.ome · fe~~~:iby~ ; , ·., 
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.. ·· Pres·e.ntlY..i . ~6od ~atvesting on the Bonavis~a .. Peninsula 




' ~ ..... : 
' .. ~:· ~ is· principa:l;ly ' car.tied out ;to . supply saw logs for the ~ sawmill ~ ~ . { 'H 
, · .. 
·, . 
.. ·, ', ~ 
:, . ~ 
, :; I ~ i 
~ : f t• • 
- ·, ··. 
. r . . .,\... . . , .... . . , . . l 
;.. · .~ndu_stry ~nd ~6~~~- fue.lwood. [S 1' l 61. Ful l' utilizatio~· of 
1 • 't • ... .. . • , 
: th'es e forest stands ·· would meim drast.ically reducing ·logging 
... , _ . . ~ .. · . : r-\' ... :. . :to · ·, . _ . . _ ~ ·. _ . . 
waste and establishing a desireable· :regeneration patterm 
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. • 
decision-making process of whether it is feasible to 
~· 
establish this type of expanded forest industry .in the area. 
I . 
It ·. is not the . final step because intangible . consid~_rations 
as well as·f~deral and provincial goverriment policies are extrern~ly. i~~luential "· in any futur,e iev~lo~ment'- ~Cherne~ • 
a systematic approach'to -project planning, the economic 
evaiuation is the investigative ~tep of interpreting 
! .. 
.-pertinent cost and revenu·e ~nformation in relation to any 
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' CHAPTER Two · 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON FOREST MANAGEMENT UNIT 2 
t . - ·- I 
, I 
The Bonavista Peninsula area, designated as Fares~ 
'"'s: : 0 
· Managem~nt Unit' 2, is one of the ninet.een forest management 
i 
regions ~f the province of Newf6~ridland. It is situated on 
. the East \coast of the island, bound by Terra Nova National 
\ . 
. . 
. ~ark in the North, Pipers Hole river .sys~em . and 
Abitibi-Price Co. holdings in the West ~nd the Isthmus of 
Avalo~ t~ the Soutli. [ 5 1'[~] ' . 
Forest Management Unit 2 is.conta~d _in the Timber 
Supply Zone 3. The area · is not· considered within current 
" economical transport di._stance to the province's established 
,pulp and paper ·mills. However, this distance is dynamic 
with changes in wood~ fiber v·alue~ and transport cost. ,, . 
,; 
The Bonavista Peninsula area is princip~lly Crown~owned 
with privat~ holdings near or .in communities • . Therefore, 
the Newfoundland government has almost .exclusive management 
. . [5] 
control over the .region's . forest stands. 
Approximately 37% of the _ Bona~ist~ Peninsula mana-gement 
unit's tot~l area (393,000 hectares)' is classified as 
productive forest lan~. 
bog, or cleared land ; [s] 
'the remainder is shrub, barrens, 
. I 
Timber access problems due to 
steep slopes (greater th\n· 60°) is not of specific concern 
in the region. 
/ , ___ ____: 
\ 
I ' . 
I 
\ - ~ 































2.1 Forest Industry 
2 .1.1 History 
Early utilization of the Bonavista Peninsula's forest 
" 
" resource was restr.icted to the easfly. accessible S.tands near 
communities, and along rivers, ponds and -the sea. The 
waterways not only allowed access and a transport mode, but 
were the source of the indu·stry•s p,ower.l 7l · 
The export of large white pine (Pinus ~trobus L.) to 
I • 
the British Isles for shipbuilding purposes was an integral 
part of the 
'. 
significance continued until 
to negligible amounts~{?] 
. 
\ . 
The long term, .· principle demand on standing timber has 
.,....... . .. 
been for domestic use. Construction of homes and boats 
. ~ 
stimulated the gr~wth of the sa~ill industry, while 
fuel wood has maintained its~. importance as ' a heat source. 
Sa_wn l1,1mber production increased with the · advancement of 
Newfoundland's transport' system. The availability of rail, 
then road mode of transportation, opened marketplaces f6r 
expanded l~mber production. 171 
, ' . 
The opening of ~he,. fire{ Newfoundland pulp and p~pe 
mill ·at Black River near Swift Current in 1897 ~reated 
market for Bonavista Peninsula area pulpwood. However, the 
. 
cont_rolling firtn of Harvey and Company soon went bankr 
" . ' .... . . 
. ·and the mill closed. Demand for pulpwood from the 
























to' exp'or~· quantities in recent years from both· Chance 
\ · . ~· ·"' · 
Harbour and Bloornfi'eld (Figure 3). ·· These failures have been· · 
att~ibuted1 to handling and t{ansport . costs .and to 
· unfav.our,abte market conditions. [7 1 
. I 
;~~·:aZi:~::d::::;•i:ft::·o::;·:~:l::::: 
cornme~cial ,I large scal.e forest industry in Forest Management 
. ' . 
' . . - . ~- ' U~it . 2~ The .acquJsition of fuelwood from standing ~imber or 
from. sawmill . r~s idue, · al_though of continued major 
.· . ' . 
. irnportan(:"e, is S?lely relate(} to domestic consumption and is 
not class,if ied as a commercial venture. (S 1 '(61 
. ... . 
_The logging method used by the \ sawmill operators is a 
.: . . 
selective cut (hygrading). · Wi~h this . prac~ice, the largest 
best formed tree's are harvested; leaving those unsuitable ln 
size ·and shape standing~ ·· 'The impact of this ~ype logging . 
also results ~ lower qua.lity gene pool whiclt can result 
i _n poor quality -~~tu~al regeneration and in · extre~ely ·high· 
costs ($1300/ha) to clear of~ poor stands. · ~cattered 
select i v~ logging has been carr.ie.d q.~t throughout the 
' I 
mana9ement unit, but the major hygraded stands are in areas' 
adjacent to the forest access 'roads (Figure , 2). 
. \ 
· · Ther~ w~~517 . licens~d s~wmills and 6 'planer mil.ls . 
operating ~n ·the : son~vis~a Peninsula area in 1J80, [4J,[S] _, 
[ 6) • . . 
· a sawmill being one which is engaged in pro'duction ·of ·•.· 
A ' , 
rough lumber' or unfinished squares, and a planer '- ptill; one 
. . ' 
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Figur~ 2. ~ood ~rvesting Areas of Forest Management Unit 2 
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> 
No \>la_ner mills engage so.lely- in purdhasing. rough lumber or 
' 
squares: ·.No kiln_.drfi~g is done. [61 
, . 
Of the 517 sawmills, about 85% produce less th~n 
'3 . ~0 m !/yr. and account for 
\ 
lumber production • . These 
' ' -
only 30.5% of- the un.it'.·s saw'n 
I • . . 
smaller sawmills are strictly 
I 
part-tlme operations, in bus i-ne'ss only to supplement · ·  
incomes. [ 51 ' [ 61 . Table 2.1 shows -the distribution of 
sawmills· in the area by produ,c~ion classes. 
Table 2.1 
' 1978.:..1980 
Number of .sawmifls by production classes . 
.. , j I , 
"C 
Annual .Production { fbm) % of To-tal Mills % of Production 
0 25,000 84.8 30.5 
25,001 
-
50,000 ·5. 5 I 13.5 I 
50,001 100; 000 5. 0 ' \_:3.0 
--ro-:o, ootf+ _____ · ,. 4.7 33;0 , 
./ 
' I 
Rough lumber, mostly in the form of squares, is sold to 
the, .pla,ner mi'lls ~ These plan.er mills . produce dressed 
lumber,:with the three (l) larger on~s located in the 
Bloomfield-Jamestow~ area handling most of the Bonavista 
Peninsula ares;'s rough ).lumber.:[s] ~ [~] 
• 
The average annual production in the 1980-81 fiscal 
. . . 3 I 
year was estimated at 42,000 m ·or about 9 million fbm • 
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·The p'rinciple' commercial specie.S...-rif . Fore~t Management 
~ ' 
t · are .balsa~. fir (Abies balsamea ( L .') Mill.)· and b:iack 
spruce (Picea_ ma~ll.!B.S.P.} • . Their combine.d timber 
volume comprises 89% of the total forest .composition, wit;h 
/ . 
the remaining volume ~eing white birch (Betula. papyrifera . 
Ma~s~.) , wh ~ te sp;.uce _(Pice a glauca (Moench) vo.ss) , ·larch · 
. . . 
. (Larix laricina (D~Roi) K. Koch), tremQling aspen~ (Populus 
tremulo'ides Michx .• ), and red maple (Acer rubrum L.). [~]_ , [?] 
~rimaf,ily ~ black spr~ce is found in pure' even~ag-ed 
stands, and can be traced back to growth following the 
~ . ~ I 
forest fires of the early 1900',s. :rhis : is part.iculariy 
'evident in the Northeast portion of the · pe~insula ~ l 7 l · 
Balsam fir is found in mixed •. stands with black .spruce, 
i:n rqixed softwood-hardwood stands, and in p~re stands. When i~ association w~~.~~ack spru~~. :t is assum~d t~e stand 
or.iginated ·follow·i~-!ires. When in ~ssociation with . 
\ 
hardwoods or irl pure stal)ds, it is assumed to be ~result of 

































Table 2. 2 Gross . merchantable volume by specie~ and age 
,class [Sl 
_, , 
Merchantable Volume by Age Class 
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. 4J658,000 9011000. 
2,955,000 111281000 
/ : 
63 3, oop 137,000 
319,000 70,000 
8,565,000 2 1·:!'36.1 000 










·Age classifica.tion of the product.ive forest · area 







standing t:,~mber . (Table 2. 2). ~he combined age classes of I , .. 
lba.l~am fir and b·lack. spruce account for 89% of the total: 
, 
volume. Only 8% is immature and 3' . is . · ·not .sufficiently 
restocked" . (NSR). [ 5 ) 1 [?] 
U~i~ 2 F~re~t Ma~agemen~ Inveniory indicates .the 
productive· forest area is classified as either posses'Sing 
. . • ' 
medium or poor. fores~ capacity, with 75, of the area of 
I 
medium capacity 1 ·and 2St p!or. 
[ 5] 
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.. :> . • 
of soil and ·the barren lands ·of the '.Bonavista-Catalina .are.a 
-which are a result. of re~eated bur'ns, are' non · productive.. As· 
well, th~ barrens . of Central Ne~fo~ndland which ext~nd into 
the Bona vista Pe~i'nsula ~egion West of 'the Shoal Harbour 
' I . . . ' 
.- atiori just" North of Sunnyside a~.d Come-By-chance has· 
/ 
. ~i r _'vailey and the ~h~~~ f~rest . in: ~he_ ar~-~ of __ high 
. ted tree· Qrowth. The major .Productive fo.rest lands.· ar~ : .; 
. ' : 
• , ' ' • , e l : • • , in the West and central por.tions of the the Bonavi_sta 
. . . . . . . . . \ . ~ 
. . [ 7] . . . ' . .. ' 
Penins~la .,r\~ion' ( ~ igure ·2). · · ._ ·: · . ,. , · :- · ·. ,. · 
The. s~r\ce btfd~o~m (C~oris~:omeur~ · f~~i fe~ana. ~l~~e.'n~·~) ·, 
has caused considerable d~Jilage to : the ·sonavista' Peninsula ' 
balsam ~(r'st~nd~ since it ·, ' . . spr'e.ad· into the area ih 1975-76.-
• I • 
. 
. ' . 
. . . .. ' 
---Howevet, the spruce forest stands' have .. seemingty escaped 
• ' ; I 
... . ' ( 5) . 
·similar devastation. . .. .. 
. ·) 
.2. 2. 3 · Annual ·Allowable 'cut ,(AAC ). 
rr- •• • 
The estimated ~nnual · aliow'able citt is calculated by the 
. . ! ... · ... 
. . . 
Newfo~ndland Department of Fo~est Resourct\S and Lands based 
. . ' 
on the area allotment method .with a ;volume ctiec·k. · The a~~a 
. • i . & t• 
·allotment method is one iri :which aerial.phot6graphs·ar,e . . .. 
. ' 
us~d to del~neate homogeneous' areas of' for'est types as -we:li . 
a•s to define · ~orest stands. The area' of th·e stands are 
. . . . ' . i . • . 
itteas!Jred and ip conjungtior:t· wi~h. ~t~nd volume_ tatnes, ·· an 
' . 
. estimate of gross wood vol:~e ~·s obtained. A ·volumfi check : .  ·,. 
; · 
entails ~ield measurements 0~ rep~e~entati,ve , fpreat .. stand· . 
. . ' ' ~ . 
plots in order to ve.rify · or· make · a,llowances ' in the·. st·and · 
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... 15 - ~· 
·f&f Net AM:. allows for re~ns du~ to steep slopes; co 
,.. isol_et.te~ stands, }.ocfg'i~g loss. ~nd .c~~l, an~-, conside.rs. only 
, _ p~oductive forest . land in : its caidflation_.· Focest , 
. .. 
Management Uni·t · 2 has a net AAC .of 16'4, 000 m3 • ·· This:· 
,/ in'cludes an area ov~i:cut of 40%· for\ : ~0. .year ~!arming 
> ' 
• j . 
per.iod in order to reduce .overmature .stands to achieve a 
more u~form ~~W ?\~trib~~ion:. •. Therefor.;~'; · ~y the. end of ttie .... 
• • .. l • c ' 
40 .year ' planning per.iod~ the AACa.wf:u hav_e to -be 
" . . • ' [5] i) \ ·:,· ·· 
.a<:1justed.- . - . _ ·· · .. 
·-.-
~ . ' . 
An estimated 20\ .. of .the me.rchantable .volume is sa.,.,.iog 
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• ~~ j 
J 
' . '. ··(_.··· •'' . ' . ·· . . ... 1',. .... .. 
size-:· Assi.uuin~{, this percentage'·is · directly tra·nsfErrable · to : · • 
. . • ' • , ' 3 Q •; . .- • . : •• • · 0 . . I - '. ; 
a s 'awlog AAC, · 3 3, Qoo· m ( 7 ,· 090., 000 fbm.) be.comes-· the · · .. · . . 
' _,?< ' .• .' . ' • • ' c.. . • . - . .,.. 
.estimated AAC for the· sawmill -i~-dustry~ ~S] . . .' · . .. ·" ?·-~ · . '· · 
' . . · ~ 
Recent Newfoundlan-d f~el~~od- stu~·~~s -- h~ve.'. i;l~proxim~t d . . •~ 
_th.e. Ur;ti t 2 · 'doJ'!leStic ·~Qnsum.pti.~n a_~. ~5 ;_,~l- ·~'~ .. . [S] · .H<.fever.•. 
it w~_s ·emph:a~iz.e~ .that many ho~s~hdld~- bur~ed ·s·r,~b.s and . 
_edges supplied f~om the numer9us local ' sawmill~ · study ' 
. . . , . ' I . 
also ~o .- ~ted out .that the · fu~lwo.od ~~est mi.~h~ not- be -... ~ 
· excl'Us ~t '1 y·. don~ on, pro4uct i ve :fO~eSt land,' · s.//t~ere ··may . ·ne>t . 
~ be s~ch ' .significant _d~ai~ on the net AAC as 'the data. '· 
· . {~di~~t·es •. [GJ' ~B) · However, t'~e .flg'4r~ of ~~ ',000 .~.3 ~.ill.· ~e 
..;.:_. " ,.. I 
I 
' I 
used as 'a · conserva~:ive estimate· of ~omestic ·fuelwood·' ,· ·. 1 
,. . 
· con.sumption. · . ' . : ...,___ •' , , .. 
' . 
Combining fueJ,wood consunUllion and saw log AAC. · ( 28\ and 
e- . . • ' ·, . ' . , . a • v1 
2.0' respe.ctively), the- r~mainder of the ne~ AAC, .or about .. ~·· · 
6~,00.0 m3 (~2%) .1 . is availab~e . for futur~ fo.re~- ~~_oau.ct~ ·· 
"' o ' • ' o' • • I' I ~ 
.indus.try expansiod. : ... · 
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The pr_esence of highw4.Y~, rai,lways, and mar.ine 
.transport faciii t"ies in Forest- Mana.gement u,ni t 2 (Figure 3) I 
means that a pote~tial . v.~rsatility exists in selectio~ of 
- ·modal· choice .. for product deliv.ery. Therefore, several 
' ' . 
transportatiort' optiqns ca.n be examined . ~ith respect· to 
o ' . : J ' ' I ' ' I ' 
c~~racter,ist'ics ·of · goods transferrea. 
The . main. artery of the . road transport~ network_. ln . thf3 
' ,' 
Bonavi_sta 'pQninsula area is the Trans Canada Highway (Route 
. . . , 
.1 > •.. There are .. sev.eral connecting routes from the peninsuia 
' . . 
\ . ' 
and ~orest access .c~unit~es to .' the' Trans .'_c_anada Highway, 
. ~ 
' ~roads fe.edfng into these conne-cting rout-es; 
. . 
'V~ well as .. -
•. 
\ _. ' "' 
into the Trans Canada Highway. 
r "" "" . . '· , ' . : . . 
. The_ -~a~adian _.Nati.onal _  ·~ailway runs pa~a~l-~-~ ·_to f he · 
Tran~ 1 Canada Highway. Th-~~ - is a-lso a branch line running · 
... . ....... \ 
'from the c~mmunity of Bon~vist~ to Clarenville, parallel to 
Route' 230. However, ·this - b'ranch line· is in rel;a~iyely p~or 
' \ .. ' . . ' . :\. . ' 
·;··conditi~n and _h_~s a half-lQad . capac it~ resti-~ctio_~._- imP,osed · 
on '-it. · · . 
' I ~ rl ' ~: ; ' •, 
. ' 
Marine· facilities of. varying size and' capacity exist · · 
atl albng the - coas~llne. However, any la~ge scale : transfei . 
.) . •', 
.of· gpods by oceah . going ~easels· would . require docks_ .or 
' wharfs of suitable capacity an~ stu~diness. ~ 
" . 
' * I 
,· ,, 
·. . ~ . 
\\ 
' '. ' 
... . · .. 
' I ' ~·' 
_, ' r . 
''! , • 
·, ' •l ~ 
. ' 
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. . . 'qHAPTER_ THR~ 
INTEGRATED LOGGING PROPOSAL · 
\- ' ,· 
i 
Problem Statement ~.1,.,.,.~, .. -,\ 
,: \; ' I 
fo~t re~o'\;~ces in Forest Utilization of the available 
Manag·ement Unit 2 is poor. The area is at a competitive · 
c 
disadvantage in ·f.inding :a rriarket for pulpwood because of 
• ' ' ~ • • I 
, . . high_ ~~a~~portation C?OS·t·s. : ~he~e_fo~e, the for;:;rst i stry 
' . I 
has revolved around the product ion of lumber. · i •-
\ ~ ' t 
. . . . :~ . ' ' ' . . 
concentration o~ · manpower. and investment in .a single aspect 
, I ', · i . 
.. -of the _- .1ndq~t;.lfy has· led _to a : 'diminished supply _of sawlogs 
, !, • , ,'- ;: ' ~1; " , I ' ~ ' ~ L ' • 
._:_>and left fo~!!ftt stands of geneti~ally inferior · quality which 
. ' . 
ha_v~ o_ft~~-\;ibeen , severely damaged dur_ing selective logging. 
• . • ·' i ~ ' 




'"The industry e~hibits .• the classic signs 
• ' I ' ' 
pf an over-explolted common property resource . 
I . . . 
sector with declining -average incomes, 
• ! - -
Even 
increa~ing s~arci~y of ' ~asily accessible 
. resources ' attd ' inc~~asi.ng entry of firms over 
i ' • " [ 6 J i ~ -
. t me ~- i . 
• ,:• , I 
the nature ·of' the sawmilling industry tends to lead to 
. ' 
. 
.wastag!3, ~with wood residue · from saw kerf, slabs and edges 
.. 
oft'en .comprising ~Ot -of the sawlog component af the -log. 
' . : .• ~ 
'""·. 'The proble-m this cost ·evaluation will address is 
. ~ ' 
the · under~utilization 
. 'M_aqage.pe~t Unit 2 with 
..• 
. ' 
1 r I , . 
of'~h~ forest resource base of Forest 
I 
I 
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The economi~ evaluation of an integrated sawlog-
' pulpwood-fuelwood log~ing site on the Bonavista Peninsula is 
.· 
an attempt tOL 
' 
estimate costs which would result· from harvesting, 
handling, sorting, and processing at a central yard! 
'!;'' 
and -transporting sawlogs, pulpwood chips and fueiwood 
chips to market; 
-to develop a costing .modef to analyze an expanded and 
' 
· versatile multi-product forest indus~ry in the area; 
... . 
and -~-
- analy~e choice of mode or moqes of transportation for 
product delivery'·to market based on sensitivity to 
1 pro~uctivity of th~ the integr~t~d o~eration: . 
\ 
The-multi-product centralized approach of integrated 
. . • & . 
;,.logging' 'Should mean improved inanag_ement'"of the available 
_,- /~·ref!>t r;sources • . With ~ore · potential forest products, 
>/harvesting will no lo~ge.r be limited to· the best formed 
·large trees required f·\ the sawm~ll indu~t.r,y. This will 




loggin.g waste and clear l~nd for 
preparation for improved silv~·culture. 
Versatility in the integrated logging sc~me is a 
desir~~le socio-economic aspect of the operat'ion : By 
manipu~ating product selection with. regar~s ~o fuelwood ~nd 
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21 -· ' 
increased chance for a continuous, high volume operation. 
The intent of this-analysis· is not to ·propose an 
I 
alternative to the status quo that would drastically alter 
the present status of the sawmilling industry or consumption 
of fuelwood for domestic use in the Bo~avista Peninsula 
. I 
area, ~but to examine an expansion of the present forest 
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3.3 Met~ppf Evaluation 
Accumulation of cost·information for the harvesting, 
the marshalling yard operation and the transportation of 
products . to market receiving points is required. Costs ~ill 
' 
include purchasing and handling of th• tree length and 
shortwood delivered to the site, sorting, processing · 
~equired · for each' product, handling within the ya~d ~nd 
shipping to markets. These cost estimates will be amassed 
\ 
from previous federal and provincial studies and reports by 
• J ' 
·consu~ants under contract to them,. as well as from 
recommendations supplied to private industries directly 
• 
involved with specific asp~cts of the · proposed integrated 
logging scheme. 
. 
Cost components for each ~hase ~the~· opera~ion and 
forest product choice wil~ be estimated with s much 
. . 
.accuracy as possible in order to deYelop a ser es of 
.~athematical equations which · would·· g-enerate an ~9regate 
. ~nnual cost value dependent on annual produc~ion and raw 
materi~l supply characteristics, as we~l as reflect the \ .· 
effect of the product transport mode. 
The costing model will dete.rmine an annual operating 
cost of th; total operation opposed to •per unit• costs 
becaus~ of the difficulty in assi~ning values on a 
' . ~ oJ!. 
• ' .. 'I 
product-component . basis, as it wa~ realized in a previous 
Newfound~and integra~ed log~ing ~rial. (g~ 
• Output units of the model will be measured in terms of ' 
• 
. ' '· 
' • 
/ 
---- ·- ---·- - - --- -- - ·------
I 
, . 










the 1982 Canadian Dollar~ The model will consist of three 
parts, which will correspond to· the three phases of the 
integrated logging operation: 
\ 
1. Extraction from stump,and transport to the site; 
r 
2. Process·ing anc;i handling at the site;· 
I 
3. Transportation and handling from site to market. 
_/ 
Input and output volumes or weights ~sed in . the model 
equations will be expressed in the accepted forest 
. I 
measurement unit (Appendix A) .with regards to convention for 
wood fil:>er form (Table 3.1). 
Table 3.1 ·Wood measurement units · 
.. 
form of wood fibre 




~..._Pulpw~od chips. specifically 
•. 
measurement unit 
3 ' ~ (volume) 
green. tonne (weight) 
Mfbin , ( vol uine} 
green tonne (~e~ght) 
bone,dry tonne (weig~t) 
To view cost val.ues in perspective, potential revenue 
for producti~n will be indicated at 1982 prices. Therefore, 
annual.cost and generation of revenue estimates over a range 
of production ·and transportation characteristics should give 
' ' \ .. ' . ·/.~"- . 
lna~ght into possible decisions regardin~ q~timum' 
' "-... i . 
situ~t~ns. ~ ~ 
11 Pulpwood chips are purc-hased on the basis of · bon~ dry 
"~eight, so when pulpwood chips are specified in the 
.model ! bone dry tonne will be the measurement unit used. 
-




















3, 4 Lntegrated ·Logging Site Descrlption 
An integrated sawlog-pulpwood-fuelwood logging site 
would act as a marsha~~yarcf which would receive tree 
. -.r~ • 
length or shgrtwaoa logs, as well as slabs, edges, and 
.. 
. 
sawdust from local sawmills. The.site would be used for 
• 4~~ 
stora~e, pr~cessing and ad~inistration~ Purcha~ed wood, · 
eitherJLardwood or softwood· would be scaled on delivery~ 
Hardwoods would 
7
fie stockpiled· se~ar~te from the: softwoods, 
. 
and then chipped for fuelwood. Sawlog le~gths would be 
slashed from the' softwood which is of accel?table size. -· some 
softwood would be d~barked ~nd chippe~. for -pulpwood • . These 
' : \ . 
.. . 
• chip~ would be kept separ~fe from the fuelwood chips. 
·. 
• 
• . ,.. 
Administration wo\llild keep track of inventory levels, as. wpll .. 
. \ . 
as ~eep the accounts for the ~any aspects of the operatio~. 
3.4.1 Locat~on · · 
.. 
Location of the logging site is Af maj6r importance t6 
the proposal. It should be centrally located to the 
• • 
productive forest are~s of the Bon~vi'sta Peninsuia w'ith. 
. -· ~ccess to all appropriate modes of transportation. 
Availability o~f" . ~ui table lam1 is also necessary. 
The B~~~ld-Jamestown area Of Bonavista Ps~.~risulris 
centra-~ocated. However, . there is' no. J~Ui'table trans:-
. . ~ . 
ortat;_on access. No sui~able marin~ docking facilities 
exist -.in . this area: The Railway is restricted to half..;,~-e_~d 
• 
_capacity ·on . the branch li~e to Clar,nville. Road transport 
fr9.m .thi~a woUld . me.an' ap a~ditional distance of about 



































The Bonavista-Catalina area is neither centrally 
• ~ocated; nor has_suitabl~ access to the transport modes. 
Swift Current. ' and C6me-By-chance areas are located 
outside the productive forest . regions of' Bonavista ~ 
Peninsula. An in~egrated logging site established in t~ . . 
areas would mean increased transport distance both to and 
from the site. · ... 
Clarenville would appear to be the most acceptable 
' location in which to. establish an integra~ed\logqing· si~e if 
.- prox_imity and access to transportat~on · ar:e coria ide red. 
· Unfor.tuneat_ely, there is no land available adjacent to lbe 
community for' sucti · an industry • 
. 
The .area around the community ·of Shoal Harbourrknown as 
"Grave.! Hill" appe~rs to fit all requirements.· _ Not only 
. _ does the· settlement have suit_able ·access to road, r~il _!,Jld 
sea, it is sit~ly ~~tral•to the produ~tive forest 
area. _The Trans Canada Highway is about 5 km away, the ..(. 
,;"" ·- -.. 
/.Cla~.~n~J:~e CN rail station about 3 km away, · the 
- . -- . . ' 
Newfoundland Hardwoods wharf - where there is potential for 
. 
sharing_ marine facili~ies - about 3 km away. 0~ course, an 
~ 
integrat~d logging site near Shoal Harbour would require the 
·- coJI)IIIuni ty counci 1 'a appr~~~l. 
' 3.4.2 Capacity · 
I • . " 
·' The logging s 'ite would hand-le a maximum of 93,000 m3 of 
~ ' 




















remaining net AAC for Forest Management- Unit 2 and 8, 000 m3 
of sawmill residue (approximately 25% of the 33,000 m3 of 
the sa~mill. AAC). Of course, market supplr._ and demand could 
limit utilization of the facflities which could result in 
non-mechanical equipment downtime and high level inventories 
/ ' 
or shortages o~ products. 
3. 4. 3 Harv.esting· and Transport to Site 
All harvesting oper~t-ions will -be manual cut and skid. 
' "· . . . 
The mimua.l cut and sktd logging method is labour· inten.si ve, 
'requires low capital investment, ' has low cost maintenance 
·_requirements_, and is versatile with regards to ground 
< 
bearing capacit~ . and groun.d roughness conditions encountered 
. \ . 
during harvesting. A mectianizeg.•_ oper:_ation . is· an appropriate · 
conpe_Pt to cons ide! when "there is a shortage of labour and 
0 • 
well-stocked .forest stands·. It. req~ire~ relatiyely high 
• capital , inve~tment wi~h the antidipation of high cost 
. maintenance. 
# 
Since therecis no shortage of manpower in the 
Bona vista Peninsula area, n~r well-stocked forest stands 1 (t 
• 
I wo1,1ld indicate that a manual cut and skid operation is the 
! 
desireable one, especially with the eco~omic ahvantage of 
I , ' . , · ' 
requiriQg a lower capital .outlay of monies than the' 
mechan~zed operation. 
The cost of roundwood delivery from the. s~ump to the 
integrated loggi~g ~ite will vary according to ~hether 
shortwood or tree-iength w.ood is being' tran.sporte9. 
lhe· sho~~wood could be purchased at the. sit~ with the. 
.. 
'\ 
co&t. of harvesti_ng and tr_ansportatiort ·to be borne by the 
•• 
- ----:----· .. . ' 
I 






sellers who would be small-time logging contractors. The 
purchase of tree-length wood from these contractors will not 
be considered. Although_ tree-length bfber extraction 
I .... -
requires less handling because it involves less stems per· 
volume, it does require mechanical loading. Shortwood can 
be handled manually. Since investment in loading equipment . 
is not attractive to these contractors because of the 
scattered distribution of standing timber which rn·akes a 
' large scale logging operation unsuitable, shortwood . is their 
only option. . ~ Tree-len~th. timber extraction would ·be carried out by 
• 
.. 
operators under the ·administra.t'ion of the .integrated logging { . 
site. · This ·is to ensure that a reliable su,ply of tfmber is · 
available • . , 
Th~ conventional mode of transpoiting' tree-length wood 
by 'self-loading truck and semi-trailer un(t~ will be used. 
A short ' haul on existing secondary higQways and forest 
access roads more o~'less dict~te~ ·thi~ solution. 
,. 
. ~ . . 
Sawmill residue .will be delivered . to the Shoal Harbour 
·• 
site by whichever- means . of tran\Port available to the 
sawmill operators. Residue will i~clude slabs, edges and 
. ., .· 
sawdust; but · it is . e~pected ,that sawdust will be the major 
... 
form of sawmill waste ·since slabs and edges are consumed 
' "' (8] locally as fue~od. 
/ , 
3.4.4 'Process-1 ng ' • 
At .the integrated logging~ite, wood wil~ be unloaded, 
scaled an·d sort.ed. Saw logs will 1be manually slash~(i from 
.. 
' 










- 28 ,. 
suitable sized tree-length stems. The e~pect~d relatively 
low sawlog production volume does not warrant mechanical 
' slashing. All hardwoods will be chipped for fuel~ood· since 
h'a'f'dwood , chips are not acceptable to Newfoundland .1· S pulp and 
-paper mills. Some softwoods would also be chipped for 
·.· ' 
fuelwoog, depend~pg on fuelwood and pulpwood ~ark~t 
_potential. Chippinci will be don~ wit~ a self~ fe~ding 
portable chipper which blows the chips direc~ly into waiting 
' chip vans. 
I · 
' . 
' Softwood to be utilized as ·pulpwood must · first be 
debarked an~ then· ch~pped bec~se of the chip quality 
requirements demanded at the pulp mill. N~turally, any 
'· 
storage or stockpiling of chips would' require separate 
holding facil i ties • 
Sawmill res~due is accepted at the processing and ' 
"· handling area ~s potential ·fu~lwood. 'b Any $l~bs and· edges 
·- ' 
would be chippe~ along with oth~x. fuelwoqd. 
-~ One of ' ~he major considera~n~·-· in. ·~-~~a~~ishing 'the , . 
integrated logging site is the veFsatility ·9f t~e operation 
,as a whole. 
\ 
However, mini~al capital investment is also. of 
'· i mportance in relation to the expectation nf margi,Pal pr~_fit 
• 
from the· .ope e-on. Conflict tt:se.tween ·thea, .decision-making 
criteria mean~riorities must . be balanced • . This is 
reflected in the decision to produce both pulpwood and 
fuelwood chi.ps ~nd i n- th~ selection of equtpment and 
establishmen~ 0·~. manp9we~ -~equireme~ta • . ,Equipmen.t and 
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:' , ... / 
,_, 0 
Newfoundland provincial 'government engineers, r~viewing 
" . '/ publica~ions con~erne~ ~ith chipping o~~rations, and . \ D· 
. ., ' 'checking specifi.cations and details ,of production ~pac_ities 
·"-, o~ available and _appropriate. equ"ipm~nt~ ll 2·i 'll 3 l.~ l:l'4\J 'll5) 
uipment and manpower reqei~ements are presented in.Table 




.. .. ; 
! 
f 1 ' 
I 
f 
j • ' 
Table 
0 • 
r~·quired~ for . pr'\ce~~ing_ 
• ~ • I 
~:: r~ 




. . i 
i • 
fr<:>rit . . end lo~er (used) 
debarker . \ :. ' ·· ' .•. ; ' 
• ' J • '0'( 
. ' . '• 




irifeed deck .(for deba~k~r) ~ .· 
~hipper . ~ · 
chip storage facilities 
; ( . 
~ : • • .~ • • I • ~· I t·, 





• • Manpo.we·r required · for proce.ss i ng . 
• 





'\ . . 
ma-intenance personnel ( l) 
. . . fl ' 








· debarker. •oper~tor (2) • ' 
front end ·loader operator . 
chipper \operator · · ·1 · 
~ . I . . 
·-
' • 0 • 
• • :'!' 
0 · - ' ' ' l t 
* These are · requirements for low capaci.ty produption • . M~re_; 
heavy equlpmentt operators 'and additional labourers would ··. 
be required if_ pr9duction ... inc~;,ased to a point· ~here· t _h.(s 
was warranted. · ~- . . . · . . · · · · · · · 
·' 




" • , \ ·' • . 
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·3.4.5 Handling and Transport to Market 
' The short haul of sawlogs to local Bonavista Peninsula 
~ . . ~ 
0 ' 
area sawmills will be re_stricted· to truck tran~porL Again, 
self~ loading truck semi-trailer-units will- be ·u'sed for. 
intra-management-unit transport. 
• f 
Chip)tovem~nt .has potentially th'ree modes of 
transportation which can be utilized. fOepending on which 
, .. . .. I . .. 
mod~ is chosen,' storage capacity and facility requirements 
. . ' : . ·, •. ... ' 
will' vary. 1fioth road · and rail · (pigg}".-back) · transport; chips 
' .... • ' . . ~ . J.. • • . • • • l 
would be ·. ~lown directly 'in~o wai'ti~( .~hi~ VE-JlS at all, 'times. 
•1 
There would aiways be an appropr.i.ate ·:nu.mber of spare chip · 
. . . 
. vans to hoJd potential production when · prev.-io·us pz::oduction 
f ••• • 
is in .. ransit. This means there is · contr_oi of .llaJ\dling, and 
• . 
sto.rage. Stockpiling is requ.ired for the marin·e mode si_nce· 
,, 
thece. is no .. -ttandl .. ing advantag~ in the use of chip v~n 
' -! . 
s~ge. _ -~ · '' . 
' ( -., ~~ ,. 
Fot road tran~port· of .. chips, there would ·be no 
. ' 
j .., . 
transfer of chips until arrival at the Abitibi-Price Mill in 
- ~ 
Grand Falls (chip market), and this aase · in handling is 
. . 
reflected as an economic advantage.· Likewise, availability 
and efficiency of thi~ mode means shorter round-~rip times 
' . ' . ' 
and 'itti~ · schedul~ng diffic~lties~ 
· I . 
· Using the "piggy-back• . met~od of rail t-ransport would 
~ ' . \ 
eliminate the problem developed by lack of speci*atlized chi~;~ 
rail cars. s ·tan.dard length 40-foot vans would have to · be 
. , . . . 
. . 
trucked to -the Clarenville CN rail station to be . loaded onto 
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31 - .. 
handling of chips until vans r~ached the mill, but the v~n 
. . 
itse1f must be transferre.d tw~ce. Rail mode Of transpo~t is 
sui table for regular,. high capacity hauls over long \ 
distances. 
The marine ' mode of · transport for chips requires tha't 
. 
the chips be ; transferred irom the site to do~side, . as well 
as form the receiving doc~side,t~rminal to market~ 
' ' . . J 
·Utilization o~ a · barge-t~g system would be suitable because 
' l ~ • ~ _, - • • • • 
. of the. homogerleou~nature of wood .chips . (_despite having two 
.types of wo6d ~h~ps -··p~lpwooc! chips and· fuelwood /~hfp~S\_ : . -
• · aQ~ve~, to be~co~omically feasible, production must be . 
sufficiently high .and the traflsfer of chips 1J. and off the 
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~.1 Costing Model Dev~loprnent 
• 
. . 
Harvesting and delivery aspects of the economic 
' 
evaluation ~hich are considered to contribute significantly 
• 
to the wood procurement costs of the operation are explained 
during the ·first part of the model ·developmertt. Explanation 
of ~he processing situation a~~ how the annual costs are 
~ . ' 
determined for this phase are stated in the•second part. In 
the· third part, •the three transport modes of marine·, rail, · 
and road, as well as the handling and stor~e ~equirements 
~ for each, is examined. 
Three cost equations are _developed to indicate 
component costs of the three phases of t~e oferation. Each 
o6mponent cost ls· d~pendent on a number of variables. The 
relationship between the componen~ costs and the variables 
is explaine~ in later parts of this chapter. The first cost . 
equation is the ·cost of wood procurement, C(l); the second 
' . ' ' . . 
is the cos~_of pr_6cessing, C(2)J ahd the third is · the cost 
---
of pr6duct transportation to market, C(3). The summation of 
these three cost equations indicates the total annual 
. . •) 
operating co~.t of the integrated loggirw s!.~~. 
Wood procure~'nt costs include felling, sk~dding, 
handling and to the integrated logging site 
('iable 4.1). The cost component a of t·his phase are related 
.... 
' 













delivered to the site. The volume of each timber form and 
the weight of residue delivered are the variables for cost 
equation C(l). 





loading onto tr_uck semi-trailer 
• line haul (road) 
· off-loading 
Shortwood Procurement 
purchase from contractors 
Residue Procurement _· 




The second cost equation deals with the processing of 
the wood (Table 4·. 2). The ~ar:ttab~.es for the equation are 
c _;, • 
the capital recovery .factor (CRF )', and the am9unt of 
pulpwood chips and fuelwood chips pi6duced. 
Processing includes handling at the site, debarking 
' . 
pulpwood roundwood, chipping of all pulpwood and fuelwood 
with separate storalf of each chip product. _Sort, and manual 
' . slash'.ing of sawlogs is also part of p.ro_ce.ssing. 
f 






















Table 4.2 Processing Costs 
.... 
Fi•xed Cost ·; 
I > 
capital I machinery cost of building and 
\ 
leasing 'cost ci't land 
( I 










sawlog variable cost 
labour (in excess of ·fixed labour cost) 
pulpwood chip variable cost 
labour (in excess of fixed 
lubricants for debarker 
repair parts of debarker . 
service for debarker 
... 
labour cost) 
chip (pulpwood and fuelwood) 'variable cost 
labour (in excess of fixed labour cost) 
fuel for ·chipper. 
lubricant for chipper 
repair parts for chlpper• 
service for chipper 
" 
.. 
The third cost equation of the operation determipes the 
~ . 
cost of handling and~spor.tation . to markets .(Table 4. 3). 
The ~ariables fort~ equation ' are the amo~nt of each ~ 
product produced and the transpor~ mo~e selected. 
Transportation -to-market includes saw log and chip 
delivery. Sawlog transport coats include loading onto 
. ) · 
.straight trucks, deli.very to area sawmill-planer mill 
·c::omplexea in the Jamestown-Bloomfield area, l!lrid unloading. 
~ · 
















transport; depending on mode of transport. Chip unloading 
is carried out by the pur.chaser. 
..., 
gcice they pay/for t·heir chips. 












line haul (truck) to Jamdstown-Bloomfield area 
unloading 






line haul. line haul by road 
to Clarenville 
~ine haul by rail 
.to Grand Falls 
(piggy-back) 




to Grand Falls 
line haul by tug-
. barge to 
Botwood 
load onto .trucks 
line haul· by 
truck to Grand 
Falls 
4.1.1 ~ Cost of Wood Delivery form Area of .Origin to 
Integrated Logging Site 
~ . I . 
Harvesting and deli~ery cost of w~od to the i~egrated 
. ~ .. ~ogging site wU,.l consider the cost o~. -~elling, skidding, 
loading, road transport, an~nloading., Transport . c~st will 
' . 
be based on the .short· haul, poor road supposition. 
l _~ 
Therefore, t~e cost will b~ based on time rather than' 
distance." Road maintenance cost and stumpage fees will also 
~. 
e overall cost of procurement. . ? / 
. / harvest of .standing trees will be in the form of 
I 
Artnual 
tree-length or shortwood lengths. Shortwood and tr.ee-length 
• • 















- 36 .. 
costs are estimated' separately. An estimat~ of purchase 
price is determined foe shortwood. For tree-~~ngth, each 
cost component is estimat~d separaf~ly. '7 
' 
Shortwood would be de~ivered to· the ~ntegrated logging 
~-_...,..._..---·-., 
site by sma~l-scale contractors working in the area. ~he 
extraction, transportation, and handl.ing costs will be 
. ' 





' / ~980 "discuss.ed" purchase .price of shortwood froni the .. .. 
Bonavista Peninsula region, between potential area • 
contractors and consultants enlisted by : the Newfoundland /, 
I ' •• / 
Department of Forest Resources ~nd Lands. l.ll) The 19.82 .· · .. 
price is estimated . by escalating the 1980 v~lue at 12% for 2 
• I • years. · • 
purchase price of shortwood · (SW) · , . 
. . 
= ( 1980 n~gotiated purchase price) (~nflation 
adjus~ment) • · 
, I 
[18. 70/~~) [1. 254) • $23·. 45/m3 
Costs specific to shortwood (SW) procur~ment 










,. ' . 
. . ~. . on roadside skidways ·where it ·Will be scaled prior to . 







harvesting tree-length ' timber~ It will be loaded onto 
I 
self-ldadi~g . truck-semi-trailer . units at . roadside • . "The .. 
. . 
truck driver Jtill alflO be the loader opera.tor so the cos't of 
loading will ·be ·included in the truck and driver wage. 






components of tree-length harvesting. The cutt~ng cost 
,estimate·is , primari~y labour wages. Skidding cost involves 
.,.. 
th~ cost of the skidder, operating expenses for the' a-kidder; 
r' 
as well as the operator1 s labour wage. Depreciation, 
interest, aQd in$\Jrance are fixed cost.s. They are 
incotporate~ intp the skidding. unit cost on the basi~ of 
·expected productivity per productive man hour (PMH) of 10.5 
3 . . . 
m /PMH over~ productive machine l~fe of 8000 hrs. Variable 
skidder costs include repair, p~eventive maintenance, 
l~bricants "an~ fuel as well as the machine operator cost ~er 
available machine hour (AMH). The summat~on of these 
variable costs and translated fixed· costs determine the unit 
cost of skidding tree-length. Fuel cost for the skidder is 
5%; repair cost is 20%; and operator wage is 40%. 
Sorting of the tree-leftgth wood into softwood and 
hardwood is done at the roadside when the wood is b~~g · 
placed on ·the sk idways. The sk idder opera tor sor·ts at the. 
. . . I , 
' . ' \. 
stump and piles' the wood of softwood and hardwood se.Rilrately'·;& 
at roadside. ·No extt:a equi'pment is involved, however 
additional skiddtng turn~around time is probable. 
Tree-length wood will be placed on roadside ~kidway, 
·. 
" where it W·ill be sc'aled. prior to further transport. It will 
) ... -:.--
be loaded onto self-loading truck-semi-trailer units at 
roadside. The truck ·driver will also be the loader-a 
' 
so the c'ost .of loading will be included in the truck and 
driver Wafi»)• Five axle truck and loader costs .are baaed on 



















... 38 - .. . 
include depreciation, interest, insurance, licensiQg, 
repair, servi~~~ts and fuel. The fuel cost is 
about 30% of the ~~1 truck and driver wage unit cost1 
~· , operator cost is 36%; repair cost is 12%. 
Truck capacity for. this wood transport is based on , 
maximum ··allowable gross vehicle weight for a 5 .axle 
.. 




loader weight of 13,600 kg, and. woop-·;eight based . on a~ 
~average moisture content (MC) of 4}\ (~pendlx A). ' . . ·: '~-· ·"\· 
The major forested areas of Unit 2 are all within a 
,/. . . 
60 km radius of the integrated logging site. The estimated · 
.• - . 
distan1es range_ from. 39 km to 60 km (Table 4.4) If it · i s 
assumed\ t 'hat equal volume of tree-\ength ·wood is to be ( ·· 
' harvested from each of the 'six major forested areas, then 
the · •weighted • average transport -..:listance would be 44 km. 
How~ver, if i n actuality all wood came from the fu·rthermost 
. . 
.. 
zone, Plate Cove, which would be the extreme situation,.the 
.· 
maximum influence o~ the overail cost of tree•lerigth 
' ' 
delivery from 'stump to sit~e wOuld be. 3%.· In relation to the 
. . . ~ 
. . . . . 
knowledge of the accuracy of other estimates. in the model, . 
it would be acceptable to assume a 44 km distance · from stump· 















Distance from major forest areas of 
Unit 2 to Shoal Harbour 
~-------------v--------·--------(1 
Major forested -areas-in Distance to Shoal Harbour 
Management Unit 2 (km) 
Plate Coye 60 
Chance Harbour 50 
Bloomfield 40 
Port -Bl'anford-TCH White.\ .:un-9' 30 
Random Island L. 35 
Is land Pond-ocean Pond \ ' 50 
Procurement cost for tree-length wood is the combined 
'•. cost of harvesting and transportation to the site. 
' Harvesting cost includes felling, skiddin~, and sorting. 
. 3 . 
Felling is estimated to be $9.80/~ / S~idding with a-sort 
\ ' 
. is estimated to b~ $8.20/m3 These c6sts are determined by . 
using informatiqn supplied by the Canadian Depar~me_n~ of t~e 
. . 
Environment, Forest Research ce·ntre of St .• John's . 
N~wfoundland. Their - hi~torical records indica~e t~js . to be 
reasonably accurat~. The handling and deiivery.cost is a 
' ' 
calculated vrlue based on th~ wage r1/' ~or -~ruck an~ . 
\ driver/operato~, the round-trip time from the rn~jor ~orest.ed 
areas of Management Unit:2'to th~ integrated loggi~g s'ite in 
, . 
Shoal.Harbour, and the truck capacity of a 5-axle truck and 
\ 
semi-trailer u~it equipped with a loader (Appendix B). 
.Current truck and driver/operator wage<-:.-rate is lJased on 
' \ . . 
a .consul t~nt' report 'cortaniasi~hed by t~e N~wfoundland 
. Departm~nt of . Forest Resource·~ · and Lands {121, ~hen 
. . . .. . , \ \ ' . . . . 
.-t , I ' 



























labou~, and repair costs are the primary factors in 
. 
determining trucking costs. Table 4. 5 shows the per~entage 
contribution 'ot each factor to the truck and driver wage 
rates. ~ -
Table 4.5 Approximate % co~tribution of primary factors 
to truck and driver wage rates. _ 1 
repair . fuel labor 
3-axle· t- 26 .22 . 43 straight truck 
\ .~ I . 
.5-axle truck,... 12 30 36' 
semi-trailer combinat_ion 
'::. 
Rqund trip time· is calculated using the average distlltlce 
.. 
0 
(44 km) between the ' major forested areas of ttle" s·o'navista 
,. . . 
·Peninsula . and Shoal Harbour, the average speed of 40 km/hr 
. . 
which was deduced following consultation with residents of 
the Bfnavista a~ea~ and the loading 'and unload.ing tfmes of 
01{ h\· arrived at through personal experience as an 


























round trip time {t) . ~ 
t = 2 ave~age distance + loading + unloading 
average speed time time 
= 2 44 km · + 0.3 hr + 0.3·'hr = 2.8 hr 
40 km/hr 
· truck -loading and delivery cost (d) 
. d = (tr~ck & driver/operator wage rate)(round-trip. t~me) 
• truck capacity 
($43./hr)-(2.8 hr) ·= -$2.68/m3 
4Sm3 
Costs specificfto Hree length (TL) wood procurement and 
del·i very: • 
felling 
. . ' 
skidding and sor.ting 
~-
loading and deliver·y · 
1$9. 80(m3 




Additional costs for the delivery of wood from stump to 
. 
' site are road maintenance ' costs and stumpage fees. The road -
.. 
.. 
maintena(ce _cost . is a~ estimate from th'e Newfoundland 
Oepa~tment of Forest Resources and Lands. These maintenance 
. costs, apply to·· forest access ro~s. Fu'ture road 
~ ' . . 
. ' . maintenance is depe~dent on labour wag~s and equipme~t 
investment. The stumpage. fee is set by ·Newfoundland 
.. 
government poli~y. [l) ~cad construction costs for future 
' ' ' • g... , • ' 
access roads will t;>e borne by th)..provin~ial government, as 
is the ,case now. · . 
; 
. ' . 
. ·' 






- ---- --------:-------- ·-------
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Additional costs for harves~ing of standing 
~ t 3 
road maintenance cos~ $0.85/m 
trees/ 
I . I I 
· stumpage fees 
Residue would be purchased from sawmill oper ators at 
the integrated logging sO.te. Therefore, the cos j of -~ 
transporti/hg th~ sawdust, sl!bs and edges is par1 of ~he 
pu~ch~se ~rice. Resi~ue unloading costs "will be_ abso~~ed as 
part o'f the cost for site- processing. The price paid ·f~r 
the sawmill residue is an a;bitraril~ .dhosen .valJ . which is 
. , . 
meant to reflect the market situation for this fo 
, . 
~ndustry oy:-product. This. choice of purcha,s ing p is 




. , -'. ~ I . 
Although residue · tranf!porta t ion can be ~ done wh iche.J,e r way is 
. I . 
desireable by the operator ie. in a pick~up truck, ¥~P ) 
truck, 3-axle straight t 'ruck; the price of $ 5/tonne \i~ based 
on loading a 3-axle straight. truck' and transporting 
' . . . ~he ~ . . ~ . 
residue a distance · of 60 km· (maximum distance from a· sawmill 
\ 
to t 'he integrated ~ogging . site). ' a 
.Disposal of s~ill waste, especially sawdust, i often· ,I 
. - ~ 
ite a problem .for the sawmill operators • . 'The proces~ing · 
will act ~s · a' kind o f sawdu~t" dum~~ough sla~~ a d 
edges are ·acceptable at ' the site as .sawmill residu~, t is 
suspe_~ted that their use as iomestic fuelwciod and the low 
' • 
price offered for the residue will deter their sale • . 
I 
Costs specifi~ to sawmill residue procurement: 
\ 
delivered purchase price • ' $5.00/gr·een tonne , 
,' ' ,, 
' ~ 
~- · · ·· ·-
' . 
• 
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The model equation c (f) is developed. by ~~rnmi~g unit 
costs specific to ~ach wood deliv~ry form. 
. .. 
cc'lft.· = 22.\8 ~L + 25.55 SW :t S.OOR ' 
where TL = tree-len~th w~od vqlume (~3 ) 
sw = shortwoo~ .. volume (m3 ) · 
' ~~ R·~ sawmill residue (gr~en tanneg) 
• 
.} 
· 4.1.2 Cost ' of Processing at the Integra~ed Logging [ 
Site · · 
.. ~ ~ ... 4 \ , 
Processing cost wlli consj'der capital investment· ~osts, · 
' . 
annua'l ·fi-xed costs;. and . annual variable costs attributed to 
. the various p~odu.cts 'being p~otssed ~ Sawl.og variable .CO!;lt 
' I ' 
wll .. l consider labo~re'r' ' s wage .r e 1 pulp~ood .• variable cost., () 
- • 0 ' ' '\ 
debarker .. and chipper qperation eori~U tions i and.· fuel wood 
variable cost, chipper op~r~t~~~ ~ond~ns • 
'Fixed. Costs: 
Capital investment costs ~ill .include the purchasing 
;I . . . .. , • •v . 
costs of processing and yard handli~g- equipment, as, well a} 
• • • Q 
. . 
.• office fac,ili ti~s .,<Table ~. 6) ~ 
;r • 






. . ·. 
' . 
loader (used) 
(2 @ $60,000) 
fl . 
• for · ,integrated' logging 
$ 30,0,00 
30,000 
120:., 000 • : ·' 
1~0,000 . 




J • ' '\ ' 
. The minimum requh:emerit for equipment d~ais· with 
acceptable eguipment' to 'process all products' of. ' the 
op~ra t ion.. T~o debark~~ ar·e· chosen a~ a mi n~mum ·.beca~ser oi 
I . • 
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1\ pulpwood chips ( wi.th pulpwood chips worth about 2 1/2 times 
- .<( 
more than fuelwood chip~); and because of the greater 
' l~-
quantity of so~twood than·hardwood (with abo~t 92% of 
specie~: volume softwood and the ·.remai nder . hardwood). Al~o i 
two, debark.ers and one chipper would handle the maximum 
amount · of AAC available to the integrated logging site. .The 
chipper and debarker would have to be utilized for an 
additional shift i~~an tncreas'd level of production 
~~ 
warranted it. 
·The f~ont -end loader would be used for •odd jobs" pr-
' 
,handling tree-1.ength and shortwood around the marshalling 
yard., and transferrijt~ wqod on~o the debarker infeed deck 
and within reach of the chipper~. s loader. , ' ) ,Q . . 
Capital investment cost reflect start•up costs for 
' "7 ' ' ) . . .. :
"processing 1at the integrated logging operation. The capital 
· , \ ( . / , J ' 
' I i .. _.,.,.--· t ,. ' , • • I ~ ... 
recovery factor (CRF) translates these capital investment 
co~ts int~ future annuity pa~ments at~~own interest · rates 
:nd known ~umbe~ of payme~ts . .' Equip~~nt . ~ife_ and salvage" 
- . 
value are factors to con'sider 'when de'termining these annual 
cost's. 
• ~The building c~st is an estimate accepted, following 
'\ 
consultation with Newf~nd~and 'government personnel. The 
used front end loader cost is based on a previous 
' ' 
. - . 
Newfoundland Department of Forest Resources and Lands 
' 'report~ [ 12 ) . ' New equipment costs are taken from the 1982 
I 
. Morbark catalog·. [l 4] 
Annual fixed costs include lease for the land, 




























management personnel (3), maintenance person~ (1), machine 
. . 
operators (4 ~ ~nd a -labourer (1·) (Table 4. 7). Management 
personnel incl~e a scaler~ q clerk and a production 
_,' . foreman. Machine~perators. are for the two debarkers, the 
front end loader and the chipper. 
.. . .. 
Table 4. 7 · Annual fixed costs for · integrated logging site . 




mainte~ance personnel (1) 
m~c~ine opera~ors -(4) · 
labourer (1) 








' 3, 000 
s· 162, ooo 
Note: · Although the operation is expected to be of . 
20'0>day duration which is approximately 10 months, a 
) 
• 
lease•for )$1JOOO per month would be paid for the • ( 
whole 12 months to ensure continuity of the operation 
the follotiing year. · .· . . · 
~ ~ . . . 
Personnel costs are fixed because in the short term. 
r • 
~hese people are required no matter what the leve'l of 
.. . 
~ pr~ductivity, as long as the site is operational. In the 
long term.they would ·be variable ~osts when a production 
level is- reached. Of course, if such a level is 
. . . \ 
•. 
established, all fix~d costs C04ld -be stated in a unit cost. 
Machfne operators are -fixed costs because ev.ery machine. 
must have an operator ·reoar~less o~ production level.· 
Processing is meant to be a _continuous "line• pr~duction 
. . . . . ' 
whe·re a stop at one step would interrupt the production · .. . 
·• 
flow. Such a stop would occur if an 
' was expected to chanoe to another in 
t, 
process_, even supposing• all 
' i ' 
ORerabors 
. '! 1 - ~ J', 
·?--. ' .. 
operator of one machine 
order to cont inu..e~he 




















skill to operate all equipment. ., 
• 
Scaler and other management personnel would not be 
. . ' 
~llowed to take over an operator's job if the production 
• 
. 
level was low. A scaler has a specialized job and can not 
take over any other management position. Unions would not 
appreciate_ manage~en~doing operators jobs jus~ because 
productivity was iow. 
. ' , 
. . 
Annual fixed cost estimates (lease, utilities .and 
' ' ·' #: ~abour costs} were obtai~ed from .con~ucting exploratory __ 
. 
dfscussions with members of the Newfoundland Department of 
-
... . 
Forest Resources and Lands. · • \ 
Variable· Costs: 
Annual variable ·cost is chiefly dep~ndent'on fuel and 
maintenance requirements for the processing .. and handling 
; . . . .. 
equ.~ment; ~s w-:11 ·as additio~a,l labour if production 
increases tieyond the mini~u~~evel set for each product. 
.. . . -! ·' 
These minirpum levels· are discussed later in this chapter for 
.. .( 
each specific produ.ct choice_ • . Percentage· ~ontr~but~n of 
various factors ble machin~ costs are shown \ in · 
Table 4.8. 
~ ·. 




Approximate , - contribution o~primary £"actors to 
variable process~ng equipment and labour costs 
.. :/ ' . 
II 






















































Annual sawlog variable cost: • 
. . 
' . ~ V\riable labour cost is b~sed on the .premise that only 
one half., of the nmandatory" labourer's time is taken· up by' ' 
sawlog selection. Thus, his ~stimated production in that 
time would be used as the limit at which costs would start 
to escalate on the basis of sawlog production. The annual 
.. 
volume of wood sl~shed for saw~ogs . by him is estimated to be 
800 Mfbm. This is ?etermined by using an hourly produc.t~on 
rate of 1.0· Mfbm which· ~s a value chose·n on a basis of 
I personal experience. 
Sawl()g variable: 
rate of slashing a~d selection of logs • 1.0 Mfbm/hr: 
annual production of •mandatory• labour = 
. .. . 
1/2 (l.O_. Mfbm/hr)(B lir/day)(200 days/yr)· .. BOO Mfbm 
However, it is doubtful th~t the integrated logging 
site will be· producing more than 800 Mfbm (approxornately 12% 
, 
of the AAC for expanded industry) t?ecause of previous 
• 
selective. log~i _pra~tices ,in the Manage~ent Unit 2's 
forest stand~ Therefore, even though an annual sawlog 
,J,. 
variable cos was considered, i~ is not consid~red 
~ 
significant enough to be include~ in the costing model. 
• 
An,nual pulpwood variable costz 
I 
variable costs attributed to pulpwood prod~ction are 
for repair, lubricants, maintenance of ·the debarkers and 
• 
infeed decks, as well as additional labour ~hargea for . r • 
... 




It is that increased usage of 
~ ,. .  




















the debarke~ and decks will not result in an increased 
proportion o~ the maintenance cost variable. · __ .-
Values necessary fo~ estimating the variable cost and 
~roduction capacity are taken from a 1980 Newfoundlan~ 
government report (l2 ) Maintenance costs were escalated 12% 
for two years •. , 
Pulpwood variable cost: 
de barker main~enance cost 
= ($2.20Lcord)(0.41S cordLm3 ) (1.25"4) 
t 
0. 36 bone dry tonnes/m3 _., 
" ' 
= ~3.22/bone dry \onne 
additional labour cost for debarker se~ond shift when 
-"-.. 
pulpwood chip demand exceeds 17,200· bone dry tonnes/yr: 
debarker productio~ capacity • 120m3/day · · 15 m3/hr 
bone~ip· yield/hr_ 
, 3 ' 3 
• = (15m /hr)(0.36 bone dry tonnes/m ) 
~ 5.4 bone dry tonnes/hr 
~erator hourly wage rate - $11.25 ~ 1 
labour cost for pu{pwood chip production in ~f 
.  
~17,200 bone dry tonnes ~nnually 
• $11.25· . • $2.08/bone dry tonne 
5.4 bone dry tonnes/hr 
It is e.xpected annual pul'pw~od chip demand will ex~ 
. . -
17,200 bone dry chip annually (48,000 m3/yr). Therefore, 
pulpwood variable· coat will consider additional labour 
charges ~as well ae.·  de barker ma.intenance cost. Because 
'. 
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exceeding · 17,200 bone dry tonnes anfiual~y, the amount 35,800 
(which is ·17,200 tonnes X $2.08/tonne) is subtracted from 
the following equation. 
Pulpwood variable cost = 3.22P + 2.08 (P-~7,200) 
5.30P·- • = 35,800 
where p = annual pulpwood chip prodl!lctiQn 
(bone dry tonnes) , 
Annual chip (pulpwood and fuelwo~d) variable cost: 
Chipper fuel and maintenance· costs are related 1to the 
.¥amount of chips produced. It is ~onsidered that these costs 
:=- r/ wni. incr~as~ 'J'irectly 'with the . fn'crease in ctiip produ!tl~n; 
. • . . . . I . . 
r . 
The proportionality ponstant was established from·examiniog 
previous chipping studies carried ~ut . urider Canadian -Federal 
• . I 
government supervision [g],[lSI and -another study con~ucted 
'• 
with Newfoundl\nd Provincial gov~rnment assistance 
(~~Pl:lblished) • 
Chip (~lpwood and ffelwood) variable cost: 
chi~per fuel and maintenancd costs $1.25/gr~en tonne 
Chip variable cost = 1.250 
where 0 -• annual chip .production . (green tonnes) · 
., ~ 
--: - The model equation expressing the annu~ cost 
processing at, the prop~ · integ~ated, · log.giri'g Bi~ 
lilummation of the t~e· variable , C'CR~.' P,. 0) and _a , 
















T~erefore, C(2) = i40,000 CRF + 7.11P + 1.25F + 126,200 
.. 
whexe CRF = Capit~l recovery factor 
p = 
~= 
aQnual pulpwood chip production (bone dry 
tonnes ), 
annual fuelwood chip production (green 
tonnes) 
' 4.1. 3 Cost of Wood Delivery· from the Integrated Logging 
Site to Market 
.. 
Cost of wood delivery to mark~t will depend on storage, 
handling, transfer and transport requ!irements for the three 
. . ! 
) . modes of transportation: roadway, rail, and marine. . Some 
costs )tll be taken as ~ixep ...... costs and ·· some as variable, with ' 
,· . i uQ 
respect to production output: 
. . . 
Tra.nsport rates wil1 vary with. mode of transportation 
I ' . ' 
uti.lized. Sawlogs will most likely -find . ·a·· market in the 
Bloomfield-Jamestown area where three of the six management 
I . 
unit, s s~~i 11-planel_~i 11 . comple'xes are located. . s i nee the 
#' 
,; 
haul is a short one, only truck transporb will be -considered 
} as a mode of transportation. !Akewise, · a short haul over 
se~onjary roads means a~ 1pourly ra~e will be use~ for truck 
' $ 
and d iver in the cost analysis·. Sawlog delivery cast is 
·\ establlshed ~~milar . to the calculation of tr.ee~en'gth 
',\ . .. .,.,(b. . . . 
· deli very. cost to the integrated logging site. On.ly the 
. . · average distance, loading an~ unl~adirig times are altered to 
\
eflect the differ(\nce in situations.
1
• The haul distance is · 
· . ~ km ·" Loading and unloading times for shortw6od are 
b • 
onsideted longer : than, times 'for handling tree-length wood. \ 
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. ...... 
~ost of sawlog delivery: 
~ 'truck capacity = 9.54 Mfbm 
round-trip time · 
1. \ 
= 2 average distance. + ~oading time + unloading time 
average speed 
= 2 30km + &.'s + o.s "' 2.5 hr. · 
40km/hr. 
truck r~ading and delivery cost (d) 
d =·(truck & driver/operator wage rate)(round-trip time) 
·, truck capacity 
.- ( $43 .~hr )( 2. 5' hr) • $11. 27/Mfbm 
9. 4 Mfbm 
.. 
Cost o.f sa\ilog drlivery = 
-lhere S = 
11.27 s 
annual sawlo~ ~~oduction (Mfbm) 
The plan for chip production calls for chips to be: 
loaded directly into truck vans'-:· For ro~d and rail 
., 
. 24 hour ~torage capacity .and 4a· hour transport, a a storage 
. . 
capacity will . be required, .respect,ively. Ther~fore, spar.e 
chip vans ·will have · to be· le~sed. 
Intormatio~ about leasing a standard 40 ft, 25 ton~e 
'. .. . ., 
·capacity chip van was obtained from personnel of the 
" Newfoundland Departmept of Forest Resources ·and Lands. 
. 
4 
Cost of chi'p storage 
• storage time (chip van re~al rate/day) 
van capa~lty ~ 
• 
• sto~age - time $18./daY 
· 25 green to~es 
'· 
• $0.7Z/green tonne/day 
I 
road: 1 day ·storage • $~. 72/green tbnne 
raiis . 2 day storage· • · $1. 44/gi:een torine 
\ \1 
l .',,I 































For ·marine mode of tran~portation1 only one spare van is 
required since the vans will only. be used for shor·t 
distancei to dockside in Clarenville and are not involved in 
. '\ 
further transit. Therefore~ the cost is a fixed one. When . 
. both blirges ar~/a;.;- from Cl~e (one ~oc~ed frt,n Bot~ood 
and one in transit) 1 chips will .have to be stockp'il~d on 
. ' . \ . . . . . 
site and be loaded into vans by the front-end loader when a 
. - ! ' 
. -
barge ' returns. (front-end loader and operator cost included 
in processi~g cost) • . 
For marine tr~:n~port; a 72 hou~. stockpite i~ required• 
because of the .transport ti·me for the tug - 2 barge system 
• is approxomately 35 hours. This is based on using a tug of 
. ' . 
1200 HP which would travel at an average speed of 7 to 8 
. . 
knots. There.fore 1 a reasonable return tr ~p - time foe 
, deliver,i .ng a ioaded barge and returning an ·empty one is· 72 
hrs or three days. The barge ·is expected to carry 2,000 
tonnes each trip .to market.* 
! 
· · At Botwood the barge will have to be· unloaded·. ~he 
chips will then have to ~ be load4!d onto·. ~aiting trucks fc;>r 
' -~ . . 
. the ·relatively short haul to Grand· Fa\l.ls. Cost of unloading 
> • t! 
at Grand Falls is a~sorbed by the buyer Abitibi-Price 
. , 
Inc., as is the custom for them at this time. Thls is 
~reflected in• the low prices they pay • . t • 
.... 
· * All data about marine mode·· of chip transport supplied by . 
. Mr. James Brown~ Vice President 9£ .Genstat Mari~e. He is 
. the only individual representing a marine car:;ri\firm . 
who would respond t"'' questions · issued. · · · 
. . . ' . ' 
. . 
. ~ . 
•"' · ~>....; a 
-- .. ..,... .. 
I .,• 













' • • I Cost of transport and handling of ·chips by marine mo~e:-
spare chip van rental • ($18./day .. )(200 dayf> .= $3,600 
transport'of chips from site to dockside sharenville · 
(5 km) 
= (truck & d~iver wage rate)(time} 
...... 
= ($43./hr) (8· hr/day) (200 days/yr) = $68.,800 
. .,. -
2 ba.rge - 1 tug freight rate: 
' 
· barge rental 
4' 
$750/day 
. . . \, 
/"tug rental $6000/day 
barge capacity - 2000 tonnes 
• • '\11 
round trip time from Clarenville to Botwood 
. ...rl 
= 72 .hr. = 3 days 
• 
(250 nautical miles @ 7 to 8 knots) 
annual cost for 2 barges -
= 2($750/day)(200 days/yr) 
= $300 ,.ooo 
.. 
Whether or not the barges are in transit, their rental 
# 
must . be paid. • 
When docked in Clarenville, a barge will .be a ·floating 
storage facility. J 
tug cost • ($60006day)(3 days/trip) 
2ob tonnes(trlp 
• $9.00/tot;me · 
•• m~rine travel cost • · 
... 
~ tug cost + annual cqst for 2 
• $9.00/tonne + $300,000 




















loading cost in Botwood'\ 
= (front-end loader rental 
rate)(loading time) 
= (22./hr)(l hr/25 tonne) 
= $2. 88/tom'le 
transport of chips from Botwood to Grand.Falls (35 km) 
= (truck & driver wage rate)(round trip & loading times) 
truck capacity 
= ( $43 ./hr) ( 2 hr travel time + 1 ht> loading time) 
25 tonnes . 
= $5.16/tonne 
Chip transport from the site to Clarenville dockside 
.. 
requires one t.ruck and o~e driver alw~ys available • 
• Ch~ps ··are to be dumped onto the barge at Clarenville ·; 
therefore unloading time is considered negligible. 
~ . 
cost of chip delivery by marine m~de: 
chip storage _ 
~-
$ 3600 
trucking to Clarenville ~oc~side $68,800 · 
marine trayel co~t 
ld!d\ng cost ab B~Jood 





$0. 88/tonne of chips '-
$S.l6~tonne of chips $15.04 tonne of chips 
' . + $372,400 
For road transport, the situation · is simple because 
there is n6 transfer of chips. The loaded vans w~ll be 
hauled directly to Grand Falls. This is considered a long 
haul on good roads since only 5 of the.245 km of the haul 













Therefor~, distance rate will be applied for the truck and 
driver in the cost analysis. 
Jl .... 
Cost of transport and handling of chips by road mode: 
Only 24 hr •. storage is required because it is assumed 
empty vans will be returned ~ithin 24 hours after leaving 
~ ' the site with the chips. 
• Chip storage 1::11 $0.72/green tonne 
trucking from .Shoal Harbour to Grand Falls: 
= (truckin round-tri distance) 
ty 
= ($0.85,km)(490 km) = $.16.70/tonne 
~ tonnes 
cost of shipping by truck = storage + trucking 
= $17.42/tonne of chips 
, .. 
Rail transport will utilize the •piggy-back• sy~tem to 
eliminate chip handling. Chip vans will be taken by ' road to 
the Claren~ille station for loading onto the train, taken to 
.Grand Falls and taken off the ~rain. This .way there is no 
' 
direct handling of chips until the va·n arrives at th·e· mill·, 
just transfers of .the van· itself. The empty -vans will be 
" 
.· 
returned by rail the following day.* 
· • Cost 'of transport and handling of chips ~y rail mode: 
chip storage at site = $1.44/tonne 
A 48 h~. stor~ge is required bec~use of th~'unc~rta~­
inty that emplf~ip vans wili be returned before processing 
* 
. . 
A member of the CNR, the only ~ailway carrier iri 

































the following day. . 
-- -·\ 
This is ~£rni.la~ situation as the trucking to dockside 
.. - ' . . 
' for the marine mode except the chip van is left at the 
I 
station and a different chip varl collected and returned to 
the site. Two vans, one truck and driver must always be 
' 
' ,.. 
available. Therefore, tb~s transport cost is fixed. 
transport of·chips from site to Clarenville st~tion 
(5 km) 
=·$68,800 
r~ilway transport cost 
= ("piggy-b~ck" unit cost) 
_unit capacity . 
• 
= $450/unit = $18./tonne 
25 tonnes 
cos~ of chip delivery by rail mode 
.... 
· chip storage 
' t;ucking i:.i.Clarenville station 
rail tran#ort 
$1.44/tonne of chip 
$68,800 
\ . . ~ 
tonne of chi s 
tonne of ch ps 
·+ $68, 800· 
f 
Cost estimates for road transport .are · establish~•f.rom ' ; 
. ' 
past records and are reliable . i~ t~e s~nse that they are 
' \ 
. ' · 
based on hist·orical data. However, _rail and marine costs 
. J . 
were supplied by operators who stressed the~oint that 
although the estimates are reasonable indicators of co~ts, 
in an actual .si tuatW§n there would be negoti~tions to obtain 
. . ~. ' 
mut'ual1y 'acceptable freight rates. 
'' 
Freigtit rates are computed with the exp~ctation that 
; t 
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• ..... -"(" 'o modes of transportation. A cost .. of <;:hip t~sport by an~ual 
\ 
• •. .JI' 
.. 
ch"ip production r~lat,ionship w~s ·established for the 'three 
fli'Od~ of transportation (Figure 4.) •. The linearity of 'the 
graph is assumed, not prove~; • 
• 
The model equation which det\rmines the. contribution 6f 
pr8duct transp~tation to . the annual ~erating co.st of the 
. .  . . . . 
integrated. logging ·proposal is a summation of the sawlog 'and 
:' .. ... 
chip deli very· cost. ' The -chip delive·ry c·ost c.an be examined 
0 '" • 
for_ the three modes o~Jtra,nsl;lortatioii· (road, ~ail-and .... 
· marine), ·where s~orage, t:ransf~. and·. transport features. of 1 
' . - . . ·. "' 
each mode is expressed as~· constant plus variable chip 
.... -. 
production cost. The fixed cost !,r transport and handling 
. . \.. / 
. .. .. ' . 
of chips is e~press~d by the var1~b1JL•K·~ the variable 
costs by ' the variable •T•. These va~bles have set values 
-.for each mode of chip transport. • 
r . 
. . 
. C ( 3 ) a 11. 2 75 + T (0) + K 
• 
where S • annual sawlog production' (Mfbm) 
. 0 • annual chip prod~ction (green tonn~) ;., 0 . 
~ .. 
T • tran~ort and handling unit cost for-chips 
. (variable) · .... 
• 
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4.2 Costing Model· Summar·y 
The . cfc)st~ng model de·veloped to determine the total 
·annual operating cost\of an i~tegrated sawlog:pulpwood- · 
. \ 
. 
f':l~lwood site in Forest Management Unit 2 is ·comprised of· a . 
set of three equations; · the sum'of which will predict ~he 
~ ' . 
cost· of the stated operation. the .. set of equa~io~s. eye 
termed pedagog i_c~·l beCause · it at ie~P,ts . to red~ce the . 
complexity of the ~real" ~ituation into a mana:ea)le frame-
wo~k w_hic.h eliminates much of the details considere~ , 
inconsequential to the actua! !'elationship ,.between. the , 
chosen pa~ameters and the prediction. The equations can 
I . 
also. be termed realistic in that they are -based on 




• • MOdEL 
Cost o~ wood procu~ement: C(l) 
~ 
C(l}' 11; •. • 22.7"8 TL + 25.55 sw f s.oo R 
Cost of processing·: C ( 2) 
C(2) _ a 340,00Q cJif· ·.t:- 7.11 P + 1.25' p + · 12~,200 
• Cost _of transportation to market: C(J) 
C(J) • 11.27 S + T (1.45 P + F) + K 
j .. · where, TL • voiurne of tree-length wo~d delivered to the site (m ). 
. ~ 
-~ SW • volume of s~ortwood de~ivered. to • 
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CRF • capital recovery ~actor, at known r ·;J of \ 
return "i" for a· set . time period "n" 
P • pulpwood chfp production . (bone dry J 
tQnnes )." 
) , 
F • fu~lwood chip produc~ion (green tonnes) 
S = saW'log production' (Mfbm) , 
( 
~T = transport and hanaling unit cost for chips •• 
' (variable cost) 
' ~ 
· K = chip delivery cast constant 
(fixed cost) 
:I 
• Table 4··~ 9 Constants associ'\ted with product transportation 





' ' .A 
Model restraints: 
' ' 
Mode of Transportation 
. ' 
road rail \ __ 







The:!application of the developed model is limited in 
. .f--...._ ...,J · • ,,..'"! " 
two -\i(lys. ·by nature of the i'ntegrated logging scheme. 
Ouan-~'~'tf of raw· ~terial harvested · and proce~sing_ cap~city 
of equipment and, manpower both place res~ricttons . on th~ 




. .. . l 
The amount of wood delivered to the s ·it~ for processing 
~ · is restricted by the AAC established for ex anded forest 
industry (85, ooo m3 ). Therefore., the . combired
1 
• value of 'J.\ 
t . ') 












0 ~ · 














should not exceed 85,000 ~3 • '• 
TL + SW II 85,000 m3 
' Maxi~um productioq capacity of processing equipment 
• (debark~r, chipp~r) pl~~s constraints on chip production. 
Total chip produc~ion (pulpwood aQd fuelwood) would · be 
restricted by the chipper to 28 tonnes/hr which world be 
, I 
equivalent to the annual production of 44,80P tonries/yr. 
. . ~ 
Therefore, · th~ combined, green weight of pulpwood B:nd 
fuelwood must .be less than or . ~qual to 44,800 tonnes 
I 
annually.* ' \L ........... _ I 
0 
1. 45 p + F ~ 44, 800 green tonnes. 
.. 
The minimum annual production of pulpwood is 17,200 bone 
• 
dry 
tonnes. This is based on the assump~i?P that both debarkers 
,...~ill be operating at . f·~ll capaclt~ for at least 8 hours, for 
200 days. Otherwise the model will pre~ict lower processing 
costs tha~ would otherwise be ihdicated.** 
P ~ 17 , ·200 bone dry tonnes 
* If the total AAC ~or the i.ntegrated logging scheme wele 
chipped (85,000 m ), then the chip production would be 
equivalent to 44,200 green t ·onnes, which is ;-oughly 
equivalent to the chipper annual production capacity of 
44,800 green t~nne~~herefore, these two types of 
restraints. appe~ set a ~~aximum chip product ion at . 
approximately the ' same point. It also4ndicates that 1 
ch'ipper on one 8.1 hr shift is sufficient for the proposed 
operation providi~g machine availability is' maintained .for 
the 200 day product ion period. ' , 
·' . ; ** '· Th~'J minimum annual .production of' pulpwood ' chip ·value 
implies that the amount of raw ma)erial harvested must be 
equal to or greater than 48,000 .m for the year. · 




























All sawmill resictue will become fuelwood becayse its 
quality renders it unsuitable fo~ pulpwood. There\ore, 
• 
fuelwood production must always exceed 
amount of sawmill resic!ue tte1ivered to 




or be equal . to the 
1 
the integra~ed 
Sawlog production should not exceed 800 Mfbm annually. 
Otherwis , processing costs will be (ligh~r t~an _anticiptted 
~. , 
S ~ 800 Mfbm 
\ and constraints other · than the one 
~)ncerning· residue . are ;not phys~cal 1/mitations, but rather 
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4. 3 Testing of Costing Model 
.; 
Model validity is shown to be accep_table when exposed 
to the realit~ of :t~e situation and re~ults are accurate • 
However', due to the inability to c_onduct actual trials of . 
' . 
the prop<?seQ.,.plan for the integrated logging site, res~lts 
from other comp~r.able operations will have to be used· as' 
sub)ti tutes in. order to ex~ine the- model's predictiye 
. / 
accuracy (Appjimdix c) • \ 
The specific conditions of the Bonavista \Peninsula 
I 1 
proposal made it imposdble to find previous studies which 
we~ similar to it i.~ all respects. An' 'attemp~ was made to 
exam,ine results from studie~ which possess1ed as .. ma.ny . of the · 
' . 
pz::oposal' s . cha~cteris;tYc~ as postible, name~y integra·f.ed · 
.. 
system which involved the chipping process. 
Testing ~f the model· will also be done in two pa~rs • 
• In one part, the procurement and processing aspe~ts will be · 
examined 1 in the other, the product transportation to 
" . 
market. The split"tin~ of the model testing has to J>e 
. ' 
conducted in this _manner d~9o the inabili ~y to achiev:e 
access to results of a similar integrat~ logging scheme 
which would encompass all the phases of" the ·operation. 
~ . . . ~t 
' Adjustments for time _differences are made in order to 
.relate historic Mta to 1982 tosts. Up to 1980 a lOt 
' .... 
inflation rate will be used1 from 1980 to -1982, fs' · wi~l be 
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4.3.1 Testing of Procurement and ~rocessing Aspects. of 
the Prop~sed ~ntegrated L~~.ing Site 
Three 'sets of result~ were obtained which have some 
' aspects of simil'ari ty to the p~oposed plan · for procurement 
.. ) !I 
and processing. However, all t~ree st.udies involved 
- ~ . . . 
whole-tree harvesting operations with processing and short· 
' . 
. . 
distanc~ transport. to nt;rket, not short distance transpo~t 
t ""' ,. of · tree-l~ngth and ~h~t~ood harvested wood . to a central 
landing. 
Case· t .l . Whole Tree Harvesting in Prince Edward -Island [l 61 
- -. ·. I .. , 
This operation was an integrated ·rsystem carried out· on f\ 
Prince Edward Island in 1977. Fuelwood chips and studwood 
(8 feet saw~ogs) were produced. The duration of cost 
anal~sis of~ the_ study w~s nine . days. Cos_ts an~ production 
were _projected for a 200 _day production peri:od. Delivery 
.. 
dist~nce of chips was 48 km. Saw1og de1~_very was 8 km. 
;, Case 1.2 Integrated LoggitP for Production . of ~~lpwood 
a·nd Hog Fuel (trial 1) (g) . 
. ) . . . 
· Abitibi-Prince Inc •. trial Land · ENFOR Project · P-143 was 
• . t . 
conducted in 1980 _with cos.t:s andyproduction data tabulated 




Only fuelwo,od chips were a'ctually produced in_ ._this trial • 
· Truck delivery was approximat~ly 20 KJ'l!• . 
~ ;.r' ~ -· 
' \ ' 
• 
Case 13 .·Integrated Logging for Production ·of . Pulp~ood and . p" 
. ' 
y ~~ Fuel (trial 2) [9] 
Trial 2 of P-1.43 was an · integrated 
• 
------ --..... -~ .. -·" ·--·-
" 
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.. , 
operation in which fuelwood chips, pulpwood,· roundwo9d, and • 
... 
sa~logs were all produced. This trial was carried out for 
2.2 days. Again, costs and pr:oduction were project.ed for 200 
days •. • • • Material delivet:y was approximately 20 km •. The 
projected costs were compared and prese!lted in Table 4 .10. 
Tabulation of values are shown in Appendix ·C • 
Table 4.10 Test results for procurement and processing 
aspects of the model · , • ._. 
., 
Actual Operating Time Adjusted Mo.de 1· Cos,t 
Cost (Erojected) • -·· Cost 
Case 11·. $ 223,420 $ 393,280 $ 598,320 
• 
Case 12 1,293,440 1, 710,575 1, 712,045 
~ 
Case ' t3 708,736 931' 3041 1,540' , 810 
.. 
The "·cost . dj.ffe~·ences between ,the ·various cases and · the · it 






... -· · 
Case 13 . 




, _ . ~ 
and .di~}erence 'of test results· f~r 
and proceesing. 
{ \ . - ~ { / ~ 








Time [\dj usteC:r 
Cost 
' differen·ce 




. I ~ 
Testing of Product Transport to f4arket.s ~pe~ta 
Marine Mode "" \ 
.... 































from 1l Newfoundland government study £121 condu~te.Q by 
.. 
Sandwell Cons~ltants for a l .barge ::.-t. tug operation from 
' I 
the Northern Peninsula to Goodyear's Cove, a distance of 
',, 
about 1.50 nautical miles. Production estimate was 30,000 , 
. -~ . 
cords per year (72·,ooo m ~r) • . . 
Actual va.J,ues obtained for this part of th~ test ~re ' 
unit v~ues. Therefore, in order to show a compariso_n with 
th"b model in a tabular form, a production figure must be 
aseumeq. · For this, the production of 37~500 green tonnes of . 
' ~hips annually ~.as us~d-: _This figure _ret;>resents the 
equi.valent chip production used in .the marine mode t 'esting. 
Unit costs for road and rail were obtained from a 1980 
. . • [17] 
Canadian Transport Commission report. . Graphs were 
produced for bo'th road and rail transp9rt costs/distant:e . 
versus di~tance. For truck hauling, there were two. sources 
of useful cost information a·hown · in this report: (1) 
( 
operating costs based on a previous Tnnsport Canada study 
#i 
'!Ope,ating Costa of Trucks in Canada, 1978• [l 8], and (2 )· 
\<.. . 
operating costs -obtained from a survey· of truck users. For 
. . . 
ra,il transport, costs we~e obtained from a special rail 
tra.;fic Cfl~tion by .~he: Canadian Transport Commis,lon. 
Tables 4 .l2 and 4.13 contain the results of cost comparisons 
for · the various transportation modes. Calt:ulations of these 
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Table 4 .12 Test results for product transportation to 




rail mode * 














$ 937, 660 • 
"" 797,800 
·653, 250 





: } · 
t I . 
. Tabl~ 4. 13 Perc'entage difference: of tes~. results for 










A<1.,tua1 . Operating 
Cost (projected) 
\ of difference 
98 more 
139 less 








Tim~ Adjusted · 
.·.cost 
' of difference 
.1~2 more 
19 less-
. .. c. • 
33 less · 
: ,_ 
• 14 less. 
. . \ 
• 
* This value is from the •.ao•carload' (train)• curve of 
the CTC graph of haul rates. by mode and is used 4:0 equate · 
volume handled in a truckload. Use of th'is curve is a 
reasonable ·decisi'on since the proposal iniTolves the 
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4. 4 Benefits 
The benefits of any v_iable forest industry expansion , 
into the Bonavista Peninsula are multi-faceted. There 
l 
is the o~v~ou~. ~onorilic advantage of having increased ~ 
_cash f -low into the area from 'the sale of the forest 
products. There is also t~e socio-economic aspect of 
employment stirnulat;i.on -a·nd industry expenditur~ wh"ich 
would likely have a rippling effect on communiti\s 
-------rnvoiVe'Cf with the ' integrated logging scheme. Lastly, t;here 
is the environmental impact of reducing the amount of 
hygrading practiced and of clearing land' for future 
, I ' 
stlvicul tural improve!llent, as well as sqlving the 
. . 
sawdust. accumulation problem. 
4.4.1 Financial 
The degree of ffnancid gain (or loss) in 
establishing a multi..;.product logging site in Forest 
. . . 
Management Qn it 2 is based . on the cost and bene£ it 
, - ) 
relationship. Al~houg:h\ the· c}>~s are · estlmated ·as · 
. . 
reasonably as deemed possible, the economic benefits 
( payments .. for ~upply of forest products) ~re basically 
.,.&. . . . 
set _by the · forest product .-marke~. At present, the .1982 










































Table 4.14 . ~chase price of products 
--
Product Purchase Price 
Sawlogs * $100/Mfbm 
,.. 
Pulpwood chips ** , $ 83/bone dry 
tonne 
Fuelwood chips $ 23/green tonne 
~ 
4. 4. 2 S"ocio-ecoriomic·· · · 
t 
Market 
local Bonavis~ "Pen. 
area sawmil!s 
Abitibi-Price Inc. 
in Grand Falls 
Abitibi-Price Inc. 
in~rand Fal~ 
The socio-economic ben'efits ·Of job ·creat'ion and the 
co~unity-wide rippling effect of capital investment and 
- ' 
operational expenditures are. 'not so .simple to appraise as~ 
the strictly econ~mic _aspects. ·If· the impact of direct 
income:__~_nd employment -,on. indirect· income and emp~oyment 
~ ---------- .. . ·_ 
fo llows th'e t r end, ?f the sawmill and planing mill industry 
. . 
. in the .Bonavista Penfnsula -.~s determined by Environment· 
-- . 






following- results c~uld be expecteda 
I 
33% of the direct wage~ circulated back into the .. 
area 






Price subj-ect to ·market fluc~uations. and . negotiat~·onQ . · . 
• . 0 . 
Although the- readil~(meaaureable weight of chips is 
based of the •greenr weight, it is policy for . pulpwood 
chips to be purcha~ed on the basis of •bon'e-dr,y~ weight 
in order to· avoJd ·payin-g for anyth,~6g other than wood ' 
substance. · ·y 





























industry monies and direct wages channelled into 'the 
' Bonavista Peninsula area communities would result in 
indirect person-years employment approximately equal 
" ~ ' .. ..: 
to 141 of. the direct number employed. by tne proposed 
I • ~ ' o \) 
.. 
~xpansion of the forest . industry. 
I A cqst ~ff~iveness m~me~ary val~ue placed on 
1 
·socio-economic ~Q:vantages. is· -dif'flcul t • . After assessing' 
• .. - • • 0 • • • 











.l· '. emr;>loyment and 1~co~e,. ~.~~-se~m~ -~-~r~~t- · an:~ -~:~d:ire~-~ 
empl~~~ent ih person-ye·a ·r~ : ~~ttr~·bu\i.bl~ - ~o· the .operation .. of \ . ~ , 
an }nte9rated l~gg\n~ .•,f ~·, c~li b~~aili~Uiat~~ t.; . exp~ess the- • .· : • : i · · 
·qualit·atf~e : va~ue o'f ' so¢.io.:.econoin1c·:; ~e~efi.ts :;n· a ·' . .. ' • . . i . 
' · .. ~~·\ •; , · . , · ' , . . . ' · , . . ·t·. .. . 
' · .. ~ - · · ·:·_ . . .. · ·. ···: .. ·. ·,- ~. - .. : · ·~~· !'~ ..... - ·: .:.~t . ·, _ .• quant1.tat1ve .way.· , · - · ... · -, · , ·; · - · ._ ,. ,_· ~ ·- : · ., . · , __ · ..  
I ,' ' o • ,' '• ' ' : : ' I I •' ' ~ ' • ' ·.·~ ,', • ',' o ' : ~ ' ' : : •.,..., o ' ' oJ ' ' • ' ' ' 
. , I Direct p_erson7years .·_iS est'illlated' ,ltp . tie 191 . per~on-_.~ ' .... 
.· .. -~ear~';r.oo,·oo~ . .. n/; ~f- ro~-n~wo~~ -~ro~~c~d.[~J . if ~hi~·.: ~alue ·· · · .. . 
• ' o • ,. ' I o I • : ' ; '·, , • . f ' · ' : ' ' • ' ' 
.· is exte.nded to · ~he propo~-~dintegrateqlog.ging ·'operation,·. · ~t 
, ',',. ' ' . .. ' • ' I , ,.. • ' ', , · 
. can 'b~ st,ated· - t~at i · person:year· ·ta created _f(\r every 10.00 · · · 
green tor:n~s - o~· ··~~ips · prc;duced • . 
· .. 
', . . . ·. ·_, ' .· 
,. ·. 
• ' 
. . -·· 
·' . 
. . . 
- . . . ·, ~ 
. . "';. ' · .. ' · : .. ~. . ~ .. - ~ · . . . .· ·.. .. · ... . -~ 
1!11 PerS-yn , x o_-:;22 !j)een t~nneS of _ c~lp = ~.00~ .P2~:tts · 
· 1oo ooo 3 · . . · ~ - m3 -· . · · \ :: · · .3 · . 
.. . , m .=~. • ~ , ·. . : _ . . . . '· . • ... : . . ·. _ _ m 
Indl~e6t.- e~~loyme~·t' h ~st~~~t~d· -~·o :~~ --1.~, - .. :of di~e·c·~ . · _. .- ·. 
. I . • • . , . . , • . • . . ... • . , . 
.. . . , . ~~m~~~;m~nt .-[ 6 ] . : The~~fore th~· emp~o~e·rt~~~r~- . ~a·n .be 
: ' 
· I 
revised to 1.14 person-yean/lOOO · gr~en tonnes of A Chips. ~ 
f • • • "· .. • • . • . ,. ' . • • • .• • • ...~ • . . . •• ' . • • 
'· 
, ·one wily • of exi>ressing a ' •pers'o·n.:.year• .:nr t1frms of a • ·, .... •• ' . " • I ., G 
I o ' • t • I ' .. o o : ' ) , ' o .. o ' ' ' o ' ~ o ~ o • \o o o ' "" .: ' • : ' ' ' h • 
:·monetaey ·value is -to .consider' .. t~e eq1:1ivalen~/ aavings in -: •: ·_. .-.. ' 
• ' • •• • • ~ ' ' ' • • ' I ' . I • • : . ·. : ' : . • • • ~·· I. • • 
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l • •• ~- ~ This ·result coul:d b~ ·· •/ welfare and unempoloymen~ benefi-ts . . ' \ . . 
eonsidered. a ~· conservaV.Ve estimate by ~ome .stand~rda 
• (} • • - .. ' • ... • ' •• t 
~ 0 •• 
man's self-esteem in, being employ~d .is immeae4_rable .• 
.. ~ . 
made. by e i t!oler . Welfare .. ·and unemp~oyment payme~ts 
1 
'o ~ ·' 
since a 
• - 1 ~ .• -- j 
t 'he ~ 
Newfoundland and Canadian gove~nments are .so va·ried that. a {· 
precise value . is unobtainable. Therefore, ·a ~~ba~-1 park-•. . 1 • 
. - - '• ! . f .. f.ig~re of '$5000/~erson-year_ w_i 1~ be use_d. ~his va.lue ip" a.n ... .' ,. ·' l 
~pproximation . of . what an-. out-p<?rt ~~iiti ly of 6 would . ~~e ive' · ·· l j. 
. . - . .. ~ . ' , . . . . I . 
~rom the Newfoundland government in welfare payments. · T·h~s .. . ·. . 1 
.figur~ was gi:;en tO ·.the a~th~~. ~y .. we~~re re~li>ie~ts./; : .. · :.-'· ·. · ~. 
. . · . •• ·. ;· .· · . .. ·.· . 'J!~e:•.~r: .: a monetV,y value' p_!.aced on .~..;,lo~•l}< l, ', '-:_.\ ~ . 
... · .··· . -potent1.al .can be .stated ast • ·._) 
1 
·<·.· ... ·:-=. · < ;5000 x l.l~ :·Per.sor\.:.year • $5. 70/gz::een to·nn:.chi~ = {· j·' 






.. · · -.·- < · 1Jr:4~3 Erivlronmental .· .' . . .. <;- .~ · ~ · .::_ \ • 
..• . - . ·- -~n;iron~en·~~~ - ben~fi ts: woul~ res~l·t ~~am implement in!/ . .... , 
. "" ' ;. . . . ~ . ' .,. ' . ~.. . . ·, . . . 
the plan for a clear-c~t harvest~ rFu11 util.fzation .of .the · 
• - •• - - • < ... ' ' . , • • '\ • • " • • · ~- . • v 4 • • .,· ~ • . . • . 
Bonavista·· Peninsula ~rest would open large tracts ,of ·l~d .. 
,. - . ' ' -· ... . . 
. . 
. .... 
· for estabiishment of. ~~lviculti:trally imposed regeneration. 
• , • • t · , ' ' o • I "' •'t , • ''' t 
. ·· patterns.· Al·so, .it would deplete -·the .· area of what has been 








.following 1Disman~gement. · of· ... the forest · resource)~ ~s w~~~ as · : .• . ~.' ' • 
. ' . . . . ·,. - .. -, 
. convert· the wood to · a ·ma-~ketable· 'produ~ · -v· · • • · . .1'. •• 
. ' .. · T~~ •• ~~remely ;i9h i~f?f clearing poot at.i.~+is : . . ~ .. 
estimated at $ .1300/ha. • ~nven~ory ·reau.lts . show the . . 




-_: r· ~~ . ·. ~ ' ' . . - ... . ~ .: . .. ·:· : ::·.·· . · . ~-~· . ' ' .·. . ,;._;, .·- -: ... .. · ~ ·. : - . 
· · .,.. .. This _inf.or~ti•·· ~upplie_d 'by the'. Ne_wfoundJ.apd For~st,;. · . ··, ·.· . 
· ~.r· 





. . • 
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Rea·'!!~o.~ Cen~re of. Environ•~~~:' ca_~ada. . . . · ·. . ·> ·~· .. '.: .'.~.,: : ~ . 
' • • • , 
0 
0 0 i • . I 
0 0 0 
~· • 0 ' • , . : · • : • ' •, 
' ' ' ' .• ' ,'~•\ • • ..,..._... · ·-' " , r I 
I ' ., t I • '\ ' ' U ' I t " , • ,' ' ' , or 'I;) , · ~ • ' ' • ~ • ' • 
; ., .-J.' 
·, < . : . . . .. ·. I;. 
, · ' •' 
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~r~~ctiv~ forest laq~s of Forest Management Unit 2 cover 
-----;ppr:~ximately · 146:0Q~~~~ and have an ·e-stimated ·wood volu~e 
of 10,000,000 1'113 • [ 7}·· ~hese two--~igur~~ translate into a 
!----. 




' ~ I . 
.. 
"t· 
i · usually estimated- f6r each site· dJass a rid. species~ but f6r 
-~ · . . . 
. this general appli_cation 6£ ~olu~e p~i unft ar~a, this 
. • I / . . 
. -..,...~ I . . ..._ 
• . 3 I ~ • 6verall . average~bf · 68.5 m /ha is ·acceptable. 
. . . · ~ 
·By . conv~rting ~3 /ha to green tonn~s of chips/ha, u.sing 
ihe ~qpivalents shown iri Appendix A, the uni~~value of 35.7 
: " . 
\ • . ~ . 
tonnes chip/ha· is obtained. . ' , \ .. 
- . 
• 3 ' . . . 3 
,. ( ~8 •. s .m /ha) ( 0. 522~ .. green tonnes .chip/A! ·) 
. . ,. t 
• -35.8 green tonn.es chip/ha 
This m~ans that 35.7 green tonn.es of -chips can be produced • 
from a hectare of land with a c~ear-cut. 'fl'rbre.fore a 
. . 
sayings due to the elimination of stand ·clearing as a 
silvicultural treatment can be. expressed by 
· • (.$1300/..ha) ' .. ~· · · ' I • $36. 30/green tonne chip 
~35.8 green. tonnes chlps/ha) . 
The pr6blem of sawdust accumulation at·the sawmills and 
pl~~er mills in the .arta would b~ " reduced by ~tting ·up the 
' ~ .. 1 
int.egrated lo~ging site• because. t~e~-Cate would ~e 
transformed into goods of value, irre~pective of how 
I .. ..... I 
marginai that value is, simply becauae th~ proposed • 
operation1 would ~e willing to purchase !t. 
I 
An' addi tionel possible benefit \o the fore at industry . / 
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tbe el.imination of ,some ot the low production part-time 
. . " 
sawmills in Unit 2. This could result from the operators of 
these sawmills conv1rting from harvesting and .milling to 
just harvesting since there now would be no need for them to 
further process the wood in order to obtai~ a market. 
• 
A 
market for their fel~e~wood would be available at the 
• • . ' '4 . 
. integrated logging site. (This transfer of prnployment into 
harvesting could mean that the increase in employment is 
I 
less that anticipated.) 
Benefits, whether tangible or intangible, must be 
,sufficiently high to offset the required monies for the 
operation •of an integrated sawlog-_pulpw()od-fuelwood logging 
"' 
~ite i~.the Bonavista Peninsula area. Otherwise, the 
~ 
pr_oposal is. not feasible1• This is why an economic 
' . 
evaluation is carried out prior to initiation of a proposed , , 
• p).an. 
' 
4 . ,4. 4 Bene.f its Summary 
lt' 
The benefits con~idered for the econo~ic ~valuation are 
• '> (\ ~ / - · . ...,- ~ ... the financial, socio-e'conomicr, and the environmental. 
• 
Financial benefits (B(l)) represented by the monies accrued 
through sales of the. wood products. The socio-economic 
benefits (B(2)) are es~~mated by translating p~rson-years of 
employment into monies per green tonne of chipg. Alteration 
. ' 
of the present reqeneration pattern b~ carrying out a · 
,.. -· \ 
. " 
. clear-cut logging operatio~_ is the primary environmental 
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~ ·the .benefits ~ttribu~ed to th's aspect 6~ forest 
.. 
;, 
imp~vement is_ the ba~is for se~ting the environmental 
... 
benefits (8(3))~ 
. . ' .. -' 
r For both the socio-economic and environmental benefits, t 
f 
the estimatio~ of ·their coritributi~~ is expre~s~d as mdnies • 
. ~-per green tonne ~ chips. No benefits are attributed to 
. \ 
\ sawlog production because the intent of establishing an 
9 . . 
fntegrated operation· was not to expand the present sawmill 
industry, but ratner to 'supply the dwindling supply of · 
acceptable~sized logs. Therefore the qualitative benefits 
i . 
. \ . ' 
are applied only to the fuelwood chips and pulpwo~d chips 
produced. . .. 
· Financia-l benefits: 
·B(l) • 100 S + 83 P 
B(l) 
+ 23 F 
\ Socio•ec6nomic benefits: 8(2) 
8(2) ""517 (1.45 P_t,F) ., 
Environ~e~tal benefits: 1(3) 
8 ( 3 ) "" 3 6 • 3 ·(1 • 4 S. , P + F ) ' 
• • • I 
The summation of the :hree benefits ~~11 
annu~.t... benefits: ~ · J . \ 
B • 100 ~ + 144 .p + 65 F 






t P • .. pulpwood chtp production (bone dry 
tonnea) 
F • · fuelwood chip production. (green tonnes) 
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4.5 · aenefit-Cost Analysis 
• 
A benefit-cost analy~~s ·is part of an econo~ic ~cis ion 
procedur~ch considers qualitative and quantitaJve 
'benefits as well ~s costs. Wlth such an analysis ttie ratio 
~ 
. . 
of accrued benefits over expended _.~costs is examined • If the · \ 
~atio.is ~t~r than 1, ... the alternative proposal is 
. ., . 
. / feasible. · To _seleft the "best" alternative, an incremental 
I. . • . 
' 
, iij'lal.ysis of possible atlter.nati ve.s is• done. 
~ ~ ' 
For the _integrated logging site proposal, there -are 
numerous variables. This means there is· no one acceptable 
• solution. · Availability of wood and market condition could 
limit the producti~n level. ~Therefore; an almost infinite~' 
. . 
n'-!.mber. of conditions), can· be anjl~yzed, _even though it is · 
known that the "best•.,solution would be maximum allowed · 
production '(set by AAC) and sale of products. 
Examples of B/C Application 
Situation tl: 
all wood delivered as TL 









- CRF is ...f.pr i • 12t for 20 years 
roadJtransport of chips 
"- no fUelwood chips produced 
. 
•• sw • 0 
TL • 48,000 
R • 0 • 
CR, • 0.13386 
p • 171200 
F • 0 
s • 0 
T • 17.42 
K • 0 \ ' 
,I 
... • •-· 
.. 
.... ..... ... ... . ~ , _ 
- ' • ,.. .. » -
: .. --~-,. . ' • ..... 
J 
- . 




..... · ~ 
•• 
.. 




















































B • 2,475,000 
C(l) • 1,093,400 
C(2) ~ 294,000 
C/;3 • 434,400 
. c & . c {l ) + c (2 ) 
/C =. 1. ~6 · · 
.. 
+ c ( 3) =- 1, 8~1, 800 . 
Situation t2i • 
.. 
• 
all wood ·delivered sw • 
mini'um production of pulpwood (sett~Y model 
constraints) · · 
- no residue delivered 
CRF-ls for i • 12f for 20 years 
~cad transport o~ chips • 
no . sawlogs prtiduced. • ' • 
no fuelwood chips . produced ·. ·· · ' 
.\ sw. 48,000 
TL a 0 
R • 0 
CRF • 0.13388 
p • . i"7,200 
F • 0 ~ . 
s • 0 
T • 17.42 · 
k · ·, ,-~: . ·. 
1 
B • 2,475,000 
C(l) • 1,226,400 
C(·2) • 294, ,000 
C(3) • 434,400 
C • C(l) + C(2) + C(3) • 
: . 
,. 1. !7 . ) . B/C sitJ~on U• 
~- all 1 wood delivered TL 
.. 
. : i " 
. .  ' 
. .. 
• 
minimum production of pulpwood ~ 
no residue delivered 
CRF ta for 1 • 15' for 2Q years 
- road trartsport of chips 
· '\= no aawloQs produced · 
t '\ ·no ~uo~ood Chipa produced • • 
.. 
\ .. .. ? ~' . 
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• \ B • 2,475,000 
cO>.·• l,093,~oo 






C(J) • 434,400 I 
c ·~ c(l.) "1. c·(2} +. c·(J) • 1,830,_ ~oo 






. . . 
~ ~ 
• 
1/~'wood , vdtume delivered TL; 1/2 delivered sw 
re'sidue .delivered • 
CRF is for i • 12\ for '20 years 
road \ ~ransport of chips · 
pulpwood chips, fuelwood chips, and sawlogs 
produced 
.-
• sw. 241500 •• 
·' 
'TL • 24,500 
. R • 2000 \ 
CRF • 0.13388 
p • 17 ,2b0 . "' 
--------
F"-• 2000 
s • 212 
T :. 17.42 • 
l( • 0 .. 
• 
./' B • 2, 626,00 
e<l> • 1,194,1oo ~-
• . C(2) • 296,500 . 
" C(3),. '471,600 · ot :.6 . , . ~ · 
tt . ·c •· C(~) + C(2_) - ~- C~_lr 1,9~2,.' 200 \ 
. B/C' • 1. 34 • · . \ ~-~--~~ · 
I 
' \ 
... ·- -· 
' ' ,. 
' .. 
, . . 
. '. 
. ; . 
.l 
.. 




• . ' t 
.. 
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all wood delivered TL 
'- maximum production of chips 
residue delivered 
(maximum @ 25% sawmill AAC = 8000 m3 
= 4200 green tonnes >~ 
- CRF is for i = 12% for 20 years 
road·transport of ·chips 
fuelwood production set at estimated ~mount'of 
hardwood delivered (8% of 85,000 m plus . 
residue 
maximum saw log production .(set by model . ( . 
"--.... 
pu.lpwood · ~) constraint) \ remainder of wood for productio~ of 
chips · 
•• sw = 0 
TL = 85,000 
R ~ 4200 
CRF = 0.13388 . 
p = 25,550 
F • 9300 
s • 800 
T"• 17.42 
K = 0 
B • 4,363,700 
C(l) • 1,957,300 
C(2) • 365,000 
C(3) II 815,900 
• 
c II C(l) + C(2) 
't. 







The B/C.is acceptable for all examples of· possible 
( .. 
( .situations. As is logical, the -be~tt al~ernative examined is 
""' 
maximum producti,on (situation IS V. 
However, for private ~ndustry, the only . benefit that 
. . ) . 
may be sionifican~ to them is the finapcial ~enefit~- By 
examining B/C w.hen only sales revenue is con8id
3
ered, even 
the beat situation is not acceptable. 
,. ' 
., 








































fi"nanc'ial benefit .= B(l) c B' 
/ 
B' & 100 S + "83 P + 21 F 
. . • 
wher~, S/= SaW"log producflon (Mfbm) 
. , . 1 P = pu lpWb_o'a chip product ion (_bone rdry 
/ IF = fuelwood . chip pt;oduction (green -;---~ / tonnes >. 
. ~.~nnes) . 
Situation tS: ... I" 
B' = ~;4 :1"4,.500 ,:: 
~c . .. 3',138,200 , 
_, 
B' /C = 0. 76 
.. 
' 
. Table 4.15 -~_umma~izes the results of B/C for example 
· situa~ions • .. 
I 
\ 
Table 4.15 ·summary ·of benefit-cost analysis ·· 
,. 








... ! . 
2, 475,000 , 1, 82-11800 1. 36 . 1,427,600 . o. 78 
' 
2,.4 75,000 1,954,800 1.27 1,4271600 0.73 
.. 2, 47s,_ooo 1,830,600 1. 35 1, 427 ~ 600 0.78 
2, 626,000 1,962,200 1.34 1,494,800 0.76 
.... 4,363,700 3,138,200 1. 39 2, 414,500 o. 77 
. . 
. B'/C is a ratio which considers only financial benefit 
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CHAPI'ER 5 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
·· 5.1 Costing Model Development 
The set of model equations . developed to express the 
... 
annual cost .of operating an integrated logging scheme in 
the Bonavista Peninsula area is based on three. types 6f 
. . 
variables: the time value of money, production ~input and 
output) characteristics, .·and transportation c'baracteristics. 
II 
Time value of money is ·a reference to the use of the capital 
I 
. . 
recovery ~actor for the processing phase of the economic 
evaluation; th~ productlon characteristics are a reference - ~ .. 
to the quanti'ty of each wood form delivered to the site. and 
· the forest product yields; ari*d ,_~he transport variable 11T i 
and the transport constant 11K11 are used to indicate modal 
choice for product ' delivery to market • 
• 
• The cost . estimates which went into the model develop-
f • : 
; ' 
ment' are meant to be as realistic as possible . .. Variable • 
co-efficients and constants associated with the model 
~tiona are dependant on these esti!"ates. In t _urn, 
unloading and loading at terminals, skill of operators, and 
control over 'handling and storage (scheduling) are prime 
· factors ·which coul~ ·alter the validity 'of the assumptions· 
"' ' I' • 
\,h.ich . ~etermined the n~meric. ·values of the co-efficients and 
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81 -
expert advice is 'essential.* 
. 
. Acceptance of the cost estimates used in the 
development ~f the .costing model is a very important ~tep in 
accepting tlie ac9uracy of the model itself. Many of the 
I • ' 
esti~ate~were historical in nature ana ~ri infl~tion ~ate 
. ~ 
was applied. to them in order· t6 indicate esca_lating costs. 
* • 
. 
The assumptio~ that. the chosen rate· is accurate an~ thae ail · 
costs increased un.iformly must be co~si.Jered in establishing t 
valiaity of the model equations:-·. 
• The effect of a discrepancy between the actual costs 
~. ·< v 
and predicted costs can be shown by conducting a7 sn itivity · 
'analysi~.· With a sensitivity analysis, the input · , 
information is altered. and th~ ~orresponding change in the 
• ' ' ':to. • • 
· output 'can •then ·-be .examined. (The numb~r Qf . components . of 
•· ) , 
the model makes it.jifficult to anal~sis sensitivity of 
each.) . · 
•· 
· For equipmentJ repair, fuel, ~nd labour are the primary 
contributors. to equipment operating cost. Although fuel 
costs have been of major concern in recent history; by 
f ' ' 
· .e_xamining ~ercentage contribution to variable)rocessing 
+ .,"' • \ ' 
costs (Table 4.8), it is seen that re~air has almost 3 times 
the contribution of fuel and labour has about twice that. of 
· ·..:.: ... fuel. It seems reasonable that properly or poorly tra_ined 
. ,.,,.,~u.ipmo_nt -.~at:ra c~e a g~eat l~fluen~e on repair . 
.. 
* . \ . ' 
. 
Terra-Transport, Gena.tar Marine, Nf ld. Department of 
'Forewt Resource• and Landa, and the Ne~foundland Forest 
Research Centre of Epvironment. canada personnel were 
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cost which in turn can have a great influenc_e on actual 
' , 
' ' operat~ng . cost . 'For. trucking, the . same primary contributors 
influence the ;ariable operating co~£J';hable 4. 5). • ·:. 
.. 
,, 
However, in · th·e case of trucks, fuef has a · much greater . 
. . \ . . ' . . ~ 
. infll!l'nce, repalr. less influence, and. labou~' has slightly 
. . . . .. 
. . 
more ' influence on the everall truck" operating '"'"costs. in .. 
. . . ' 
. compa.ri'son t? P.J;Ocessing equipment cost percentages41 for the 
same factors·. This· labour cost ~s especially ,of conce~n in 
'Newfoundland where the majority of trucke~s are not 





The constant~ ·.of the model. equat'ion~ are meant. ro .be 
reflective of. current 'costs o 'J;'herefore ., the equatio'ns are 
not valid for l?red~cting future costs~ Their use is 
restricte~ to determining present costs under va~ying 
r 
charact~ristics of the operation. In order. to use the model 
for predicting future costs, an inflationary adj•stment must 
. . . 
be applied. This adjustment could be done by considering an· 
appropriate compound .amount factor, assuming all costs will 
• increase uniformly. ~ 
. . .... 
The conversion factors relating• wot!d volume to green 
. . 
wpod density are based on 4St moisture content (MC)~ · The 
r~aaon fo; ch~oaing this ,;'alue is because studies . tlS), ll 61 
indicated the average MC of wood ~hips used at . th~ mill• 
durlng trlal , runs w~a approxi~ately 45' o The ~pacific. 
' ., 
. 
oravity value of gre.en wood, which also is. required to 
.. ., 
< / . { 
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relate volume to weight, is based ·on Eastern spruce. A.., 
greater content of fir or hardwoods in the fuelwood chips is 
~ . • . I . 
not expected to be differen~ fro( the actual ~alue by~more, 
than 51. Bark contribution to tha specific gra.vity va.lue is 
taken as being ~e~li;JbleT . . 
The decision of ~hether to pr'oduce pulpwood · chips or · 
.. 
fuelwood chips is ohe which: affects 'both costs and benefits ·. 
. . .. ' ' ! .. 
:rhe sensitivity of · cost.s, reven.ue, and total benefits to 
product choicie with respect to fuelwood -chips · and pulpwoo~ 
. 
chips is shown in Figure s. · The cos£s represent maximum 
tree-length wood · volume ~eing processed · for chips as se·t ; by 
.I ' 
the model constraints and the products ~eing~trucked t~ 
their destination. 
. ' . . 
Revenue 'is based on sale of a!l 
,· •"" .. . 
products. T~i~ figure. sh\ that w~th an inc-.ease_ ,fn 
fuelwood produced, costs de~rease slightly~ whereas revenue 
! 
a~d total benefits decrease rapidly. 
, ... : ~ 
- ' ·· ~he sen_~itf~ity of· wood <Jlivery length to the annual 
• 
operating co~s shown on Figure 6. Annual costs are based · 
I 
' 
on f':lll cap~ city\ pro~uc_tion· and truck deli very ~o market. _ 
\ .... . "' 
• 
- .. 
The curve indicates that a volume increase in short\tood and ... J 
. ' 
correspondt'ng vol'ume decrease in tree-length wood resu·lts in 
, I 
' I ' 
'increased annuai 
I • OR'!_~a_ting costa •.... Over · the range of values 
'from 0\ to 100\, 
\,.... . 
the annual co~.t · v_aries approximately 6\. 
. . 
·. The t~anspor~ation of . aawloga to local sawmills is . d 
.. . 
r 'estricted to one mode, road transport. However, · chip ' 
.' ,._ I' I . \. ~·-
' transportation to market ~n Grand Pal waa examined for 
.•. 
· ~ 
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:1 . . 
•· . : ···: 
.. 
e~ch' ~f .the ~hree·inod~~ - ..:.~ : :-r~il-~ : ~oad and marine. 
• • • '. ' .• ' • j • '. • • 
·It was 
. .. .• . 
found that: .rail" was the - lea~t "·economical; road., the most 
. ' . • • . . . . ~ : •. • . . • • ~ '~ ·. : ,· .· .• . ·~ • ·. . • ' t • • - • . a . . . . .. . . 
:straight -;forward apprC?~Ch · a,nd .the most ·econ·omic.al . ~or . the 
. . . . . ·.. . . . .. ·. . . . . . •· I· . -. . . . . • ". . . ·. 
~ower range of chip prqductionJ · ·and"marin~,' although _ 
0 
















requiring fore co~tr~_Lov~~ sch~_du~~ng - .~~at : trucki·ng, was 
potentiaily ~"\he ieaflt _ ~*Pe,n~~-~~ : ~ay : ~9 ·_shlp~ips when . . 
!.p-roduction exceeded. 156,"47o ·g~ee~~o~be~ ··whfch: i~ · about. 3 
, , I • • , \ 0 ' ' , ' ~ 
,~ .. ' ... .. . - ' .. 
_1/2 times ~ the maxfmum production.· .Therefot'e, .within the 
. . I . ' ~ . , ' • . \. . ' . . 
chip production·. rr~tai-nt ~-f the·. propo~ai·, -~ip : 
· .. 
·. . . l . . .• J . • . • 
transportation also· is restricted by qconomics to t .rucking ••. 
--) ... . : ... · ·. (~');-. .. ·. ~1-1 . '. 
. \:'-. 
• . , -t 
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Figure ·6. "Full Capaci'tY. Production Cost ·sensitivity 
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- ·~ . 
Testing results of' the proc-ur~ment and processing~ 
' . . -~ ' · ' 




time adjus~ed (projected) actual· operatlng cost and the cost 
.. predi~ted by the model varied considerably in Case tl and 
13, wherea~ fOJ; ___ C_!lse 12 the_y were uncannily close. . r. 










is less than the minimum production .established for. the ..; 
... 
Bonavista Peninsula operation. Manpower requirement's and 
. .. •, ~ ' • , . I 
capltal cost_ of · processi~g · and handling equipment for the 
.. 
\ . 
pr.:oposed integrated operation are incorporated in 1:he model. 
' , . ' . ~ \,. 
_The,..r~fore·, actual :-~-~~-~s- of op~rat:ions · wh~ch ~o ~ot utili~-~./ . ·~ 
. as much _manpower and '. equj.pm_en~ ~s the proposed oper;t.-r6n are 
' . - ··-.. : '. . 
_expecbed to be significantiy lo~er than those. forecast by 
. . . 
the model • . Als~ the dlf.ference b~tween .logging sys'tem 
' I • ............ ..._ • 
---... . . (whole tree versus tree-length and. shortwoott---...t:tarvesting) · of 
. ' '-- ~ - ' 
' ---.... . 
the test cases and that of the proposed logging system for 
which the model w~s dOveloPed 'co,ul~ -be s~gn_ifi~tl~~ ,, 
differe~t as to render the testing of the proc~r~nt. and 
~ 
pro~essiJ!g aspects of the model a·_s meaningl~ss .• 
The i~support~bility of the model by the tests. may also 
be attributable ,to the accounting .technique used • in 
determining cost _values • . It is · qu~stionable whether th~ 
.,_ 
studies ·quoted actual costs or c'~st allocations. 
... ' 
For transpo.rtat-i.~n of produc;:ts to market, test' results 
' I for road and rail modes indicated reasonable accept~nce of . 
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. · ,4 th~ _rno~el. However, . the predicte'd cost., for the marine mode 
wa~ le~s t~~the time adjusted actual cost and 
. 'I· -..... __ ,. , • • . 
I ' ---·I ... • I .l'f 
understat~s an unreasonableness, ~ither in the model 'or in 
. 
the a·ssumption of similarity &etween the test s~uation and 
I. - ~ 
the model· s:L tuation .• 
. ......... 
....... . . 
• 
It ,is questionable whether. the marine mode' situation 
used to · test the 'model w~s an :aoceptable choice~--,./ Excessive 
. . . 
h~nd~ing . and wp.i'ting time ass·ociate.d ~ith ··the 1 tug - 1 




· '· \ costs exorbi_tantly diffe-rent .from the predi·cted cost of 
-- . . ~ . ------~-- handli_!!SJ~the ~9ui'?alent- amount _O,f ~hips in a 1 tug - 2 barge 
' j\ 
,_"--::<::-::----~. - - -:·-:· ~-. 
proposed transport system. · Also, it shod.ld be polnted obt 





cost ...,·as . ~.P~~diction i~se.lf, ~ot an' actual' cost.·. 
- - - I - tf ' ., • 
that the 
, • r 
. · . The specific application of·the·model to the stat~d 
., 
· proposal. leads to inconsistency' in t_?stlng ~ Validity is 
still questio~able on . the basies of the test results. 
Ho~ever, ·this does not ~ean that the model· is not reliable 
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' · • ', 5 ."3 Benefit;~ 
---Expected · r~venue was based· on revenues ~ollecte~ __ by 
' .I . 
. . . . . . 
operations being ·~a-rried out pfesently. Socio-economic· and 
, ' . ' 
.environmental benefits we~e estimated by assigninQ mone~ary 
values to . abstract aspects of an int~grated logging~ 
• I • • 
, ope_ration. 
. . . 
'· . 
guageq-by co~parison with historical.information, these 
. . . . .. · \ ' .' . . . . 
. . -. . . . . . (\ 
· qualitative benefi'ts · <;an not be pronouricecl -. valid' .e·ven .in . 
. . ~ . . . ~ . . ~ . 
retrospect. Tti~ . accura<?.y .of .the: values assigned to .these , 
. . :·" . . ' ' 
benefits' is "all -in the. ·eye of the beholder" • . .· ; . . · \ 
. . \ . ; . ~ . . . ' ... 
The""ql.la.l i t-c~tivve \bene£ its ( socio-:-.ec.Qnomi9 an? ·· 
environmental) . are .very impo~tant , when cpnsidering the· 
. _fea~ibili.ty : of,~ t ,he integrated sawlog-pulpwood-fuelwood 
logging operation. W~en.they are not considered, the · 
I 
operatic~ is not ~easible even under the best conditions. 
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5.4 Benefit-Cost Analys.t.s ... . 
Benef,it-cost analys-is may indicate the best combination 
. . 
- · \ 
· of· produc;:t, se.lecti~n for· ~ax.im~m· g·ain, but:_. act~al ·op~rat~ng\-
. arid market conditions may ma_k~ the optimum cond~tions .. ' 
.unobtainabl~ •. . '
Benefit-cost ratios were determined in two ~naiyses. 
First, benefit-:-co'-t ratios were estabiished for -total 
' . ' 
·_benefits; then, benefit-cost ratios were cal.cul!ted with 
• - · - - - - - : -: • - • • ~ • ~ I' 0 • • ' o ' •' I o .. o • ' ' o : : 
only benefits tha.b- pri~a_te epterprise ma~ . conidder ie .• 
. •.' 
. revenue. is second ·analysis may seem an inappropriate 
economic luaiion, btit it is realistlCi ±~ think· ~~~t 
private· ent ~prise would vo~untarily. include socio'-economic . . 
; ' t 
and environ ental benefi~s in their analysis would be 
' .. . .. 
I . . 
. However, · for· . a government tci i'nvest in an 
ated logging operation · on the· basis ,of "all benefits." · 
r ~· 
is . qu,i te p ' ssible·. 
Maxim m e~p~-C?~d _!~Wlog volume,· maxim~m __ ~u~l~pt!.w~o~o~d~c~h!...;i"--P~-----------r1 -
J and iuini.mu fu~lwo~d chip production are the condi tiona .which woul result in the greates_t revenue at present p~ice . . 
·levels. JH wever, · e~en under the ~o~t favor,le production . 
• ' • • . "I ' ' 
and mark~t· condit~ons the- products' prices .. ~uld have to 
~ncr~ase m re than 20t. to break even. W~th pooc ~?tS or . . 
low level reduction, . the difference between cost and 
revenue wo ld ' only inorease •. 
. . 
·. - . ' 
The a temp't of this ec.onomic evaluation was to 
. 1 . • 
establish · reasonable" cost · a·nd benefit ~stimates for 
'• ! . : 
., 
.· 
/ I . 
I 
/ 
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"re'asonable" op'efating . c~nd~ tlons . .• , . This i's why. 
I .. ' 









th~ e~·aYuatio·n; ~¥ doria· -in the form· of ·model. equations& 
. . . :· .. i ,; . . : . . . . ' , it 
aiiows a grea~ ~~ny sit~a~ions to .be exa~{~ed. 
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CHAPTER 6 










• The feasibility of ~ the 'proposed integrated sawlog- . 
. 
pulpW<?Od-:fuelwood si-t-e in the . Bonavista Peninsula is. 
. • . •. • Jl - •• - • - ·t' . 
. -~ ·" . , . ~ . ' 
dependent o9 .. _ .~e\ relati~:mship 'bet~een costs. and benefits. 
I \ • - -
By applying the casting ~odel to project annual .operational 
• ' f ' ,. \ . : . 






, ·j ' 
' 
I' ' 
_ ... ( . 





~os~-~- an~. b~ determi~~ng_ t~e ·~~na~cia_l gain . expec,ed fr~m . 
the sale .Of the products~ it can be seen : if . ~he p:~a~ · .. . -~ ~. · 
could ever b~ a . viable oper~tlb;, .~ 
!\ If strictiy·on an economic basis it is found that th~ . . . . . . . . \ 
·- . . . . . . . . . .. -
~stablishmen·t . of ·. the integra_ted loggi~g .· schem~n -~onavis:ta 
. . . . ' ' . . ' . . . ,.,. . 






. ) I 
' 
' -~ .. ; 
,· 1 ' 
•) ·. 
' . ~ •·. . 
• • • • 0 ' .. • • • • 
still. be imple~ented ·if th~ ·socio-economic' and ~nv1ronmental 
; io ..... -.: 
- ' 
adva'ntages . were . c.onsidered suf f .icient · to "d!sallow'' the poor . ; 
r "', . 
financial situation • . This -cost-effectiveness attitude, 
.. , . 
. " 
. ' 






. : would 'be a continuous monetary drain -and not a one- time 










•outlay of funds·. · If feasibility is m~~inal, the oper~tion 
. co~ld : be und,ertake~ on the ·~op&•. that. osts could J;>e ·. 
streamlined · and/or revenues 1ncrease, . \ 
. , 
· Market _ conditions · play an imp<>.:tant rol·e in de_termini ng 
• 
whether ·or not to~ p:ropose_d scheme 'is undertaken. . ' ··\ 
' ' ' ._ -. ~ I Reli~b~l,i ty _and availabili,~y of marke~.~ ma~ ·.superse~e; 
cost as.pe_cts of -the. plan/ · No matter·how e{ficieQt the · · 
f 
i 
\ . . - ' . .. ., 
L 
' i . :u 
• operation, if _the produ.ct can _not .b.e s9ld or -can no·t. be sold 
at an acceptable price, ·the operatlon is ·doomed to fa-il." 
• 
' ' 
_____ """"" _______ __. _______ ,_ 
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One on the first step's in the de cis ion-rnak i ng process 
once the economics of the . situatio~has been evaluated would 
. 
be to _ac.~e~t the· v·alidity ~n .versatility of Jihe costing · 
. . . ) . ' . ' : 
model. Once this is done, break-even points corresP.onding 
. . . . . 
to the ~xpected production characteristics should be 
. . 
d,etermined. · Marke·t ·assessments· should also be · .conducted, in • ,. . ,!.. . 
* ~. . L , 
. order. to ensure·9the disposal of · prdduct'ion i~. a·'dequateiy .. 
• • • .... ' J 
· examined: .. • 
· F~edback . of _information pe~iaini~g t~~~spe6ts · of . the 
i~te~rated logging site m~y mean alternatiqns to the · 
_' original proposal •. ; ~ar .. f~stance, ayailable · inform~tion may 
• : • • • • • • • •• '- i l • • -,, ' • • ~ • • ; <' ' :. . . 1 
: ~ndi'cate that ·_the proposal be incorporated into an· expanded· 
. .. · . 
.• 
- ' • - • '1- t ' - t · • • • • . . 
• •· • ' • 1,1 ·.r • i- • ' , .. , I , , ,. 
?Pe.ration whi.ch ~o~ld · ·,involve · shipment · of. wood .chips from 
. _: . 
. , .. . \ - . 
other· areas . of the province. This expansion may mean an 
improved "e~onomic situation for the use of bar-ge ~np tug as 
the transportation mo.de to .·market. 
. The present harvesting practices are ~etr~mental to the 
~Bonavista Penins~la forest standa7 but, to the author's 
·' · ' 
knowledge, there i~ no contingency plan in the. offing to 
co.rrect jhe situation. This thesis is .an attempt to 
. . . 
evaluit~ an oper~ion which. could .ha.ve alleviated the ' ' 
. ~ . 
of wastage and under-utilization -of the 
. . . .·. ---: \ . . "- ; . . . '. . 
·. , . resource . base. A f~asible plan which would give 
problems 
direction 
to the ar~a's forest industry must give consideration to• 
' 
.. • · these two problems. '· 
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APPENDIX." A11 
FOREST MEAsUREMENT ·CONVERSIONS 
Imperial to Metric .' . . • ... , .. 
• o I ' ( ~ \ ;•, ' o # 
. . 3 . .. ·. J : 
1 cord ·(l283stacked ft. )' :• 2.407 m . solid wood . · Mfbll) .. 4. 7m · · · : · 
-r · 
Metric to Imperial 
3 . . 3 
1 m3 solid·.wood 0. 4155 cords· (12& ·stacked · ft. ) · 1 m solid wood • ·0.212. Mfbm· i 
' ~ ..... ~ ~: ' \~·.: ,·' :. t. . 
· : · ,· . ,' ;- . ' '-. ..1. • ; . -~· ' \ . . ·: ?· .·. ,. : . 











(based on specific ·grav.lty· of Eastern: spruce@ 45%• MC) .. :;: _·. <· ... _ _/:· :.. .,:· . 
. . . . ~ 3 ·/ '· , ~~ ' · .. { .~ · : .·:· <: .. ~ -!,/· ,:· .': : ~ ·: . . . ..... . . ,' .• .t":-:' . .. ~ -- ·:. ·" .. ; 
1 green tonne ~ 1. .. 9 ':;tn .~ ~olid .. ~o'od .;• 1·~ 1!1 S~l.id -WQ,Od • . 0.52.2 gr_etm tonne8" ·.·: . .' ' ' • 
: \ ;' ~ I • ~ · '~ , ... ,1 00~ 1 ! ~ ·:> .. ~ :-: ~ ~ , ..~.~ : ,. .1 ~ ~ -~f:' 1 . .. .. , I O : .:,:•, ' , : • ', <l ~ ',f' .'t' t ~ ': 
. t 6 ,l.· '•1 3 .' • \,( · '·, 3' · • .o • • , • • • ' • ' " • · • · ' ' , ' ' I • ' I · 1 bone d~y 'tonne j~.~~-~ .. m.i-:solid ~oo,a .:~--~ ·>~ol,id i ~ood ~- 0 ~ 36 9otW·i:.dry · to~~s~; ;: .. :<.: ;·: 
·. ~ · ~. _:_ .. ':'.i;::-::; .. ~:.· , : ·:· ' ~ . -~~:: ?:::.:.·: .; ·, < ·:~·: .;··]' >-';' ·,· · .. · ·:)::'  ' · :~:~:._ .  
·, .; . co~~_,rsioh·: Calcul'aticins .'' . ; ·.·· ' ._., _ _.·:,. ·< -(:·. ;:' . .' .. >· : · · 
. . . ... ~ . ' ~' ' . .. ' ! .; . -~ · .. ' •. ' ~ . .. ~ . ~ ~"f • 
- · converdon 'of Ea~te~ spruce gr~en vol~'- . to .. ~~e.e:n ; w~ight ;ba~ed 
on 45% MC : :.· .. ,.-. ... · •· • ·· · •.\ .··::":-' .. :.·. 
• · . , • • .' . f · . 
speci~ic 'gra,jj.ty o'f .: green Easter~ sp5uce w~od .' • G ':.0!0.36 
.. 
densi.ty 'of water'• Dw • 1.0 ~onnefm :. ;;., . 8 
• 1.0 M3 (ie; density ~cul~t~on implies. · u~~~y for · green voi'~e 
volume) .~, \ • 1_·, 
0' 
·: .:·mo~sture content • MC • 45%. 
" ' ·:. .  I . 
, ;: .: oven dry ·:weight' • w0 
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G •'W definition of specific gravity 
8 . o: VD 
_g w 
~ i 
~.~0 • G.V D g g w "-.._ 
W45 ' •W0.(1 +MC/100) • GgVgDw ( 1 ;>MC/1~0) 
~ w45/ · 
. v 
' g 
.:G D (1 + MC/100) g w 
: 3 • 
• (0.36)(1.0 tonne/m )(1.45) 











r. ·,. r 
. ' 
... 'i:~ I 
conv~n; , ~f;· Eastern spruce gr~~n vol~e. to ·bone dry weight • 
. w-. /~D· 
.o1 ·. w 
··V 
. ,. g 
' .... . . 3 
-..· (0./36) (1 tonne/m ) 
'/ ,' .. :.- . ) ... · ~ - 3 
• _0. 3_6 bc:me. ·dry tonnes/m solid 
' · I 
r 
. • ' 
'· . 
l.& ·-
. ; . 
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CALCULATION OF TRUCK CAPACITY OF A s..:AXLB- TRACTOR-TRAILER 'UNIT 
EQUIPPED WITH A LO.ADER· 
5-axle truck-trailer unit 
·s ·TT TT 
35.000 kg 
. 11.4'00 kg. 
Maximum allowable gross vehicl~ weight 
Tare weight (includin'g loader) \ ,· 
23.600 kg . Payload, 
o . 
payload maximum capacity . 
"-> ·. ' 
• · 23;"6 t~nnes . 
• 45.0 ·m ·solid wood @ 45% MC 
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APPENDIX "C" I j 
. -· 
. ' 
Testing of procurfment and processing: 
Case fJ 1 Whole-tree Harvesting in Prince Edward Island 
'; 
Stu,dy duration: 9 days · 
production information: 
• £helwood chips - 473.56 green tons @ 42% MC 
s~wlogs (stud wood) .• · 44.45 cords 
.. 
total cost of operation "!K 4\0,059 
, .,_r • ' 
straight-line extrapolation. for 200 day operation 
; 
production . · · 3 fuelwood chips • 10,524 green tons ( l8, 720 m ) 
.saw logs • 987, 8 cords (503. 8 Mfbm) - \ . . 
total cost ..; $l23 a 422 
appli.<:lfrfo~ of mode~ eQuations C(l) and C(2) · . · 
\ ·-
- delivered wood taken as tree._lengtb 
- time value o·f money i • 10%; n • 20 yrs (for CRF) 
•' sw • 0 
TL • 21,090 
R • 0 
CRF • 0.11746 
p • 0 
F. • 9567 I 
C(l) • 22.78 (21,090) . $480,430 
C(2)\ • 340,000 (0.11746) + 1'.25(~567) t126,200 •$117,.890 
\ ' . \ . 
time adjusted eost of extrapolation 
\ 
Compound Amount Factor . 
·· i • 10%; n- 3 for\ 1977-1980 
($223 t 422) (1, 3310). . $297 t 37 5 
i • 15t; n ·• 2 for 1980-1982 










































Case 112 Triai 1 - Integrated Logging for production of Pulpwood ' 
l 
r 
and Hog Fuel . · .. ,. 
study· duration: 11 days ._ · 
production -information: 
fuelwood chips • 1887 green tonnea @ 45% MC 
t~tal cost of -operation • $71,139 
' ) 
,. 





production · 3 
fuelwood chips • '34, 309 green tonnes (65, 980 m ) 
• 
total cost -• $1,293,440 
. - . 
application of model equations C(l) and C(2) · 
delivered wood taken as tree-length 
- time ,value of money 1 • 10%; n • · 20 yrs (for CRF)' 
. . sw. 0 
TL • 65', 980 
. . t R- 0 - .. I 
CRF • 0.1,1741r 
P- ~~ . . ?.nof · p~'. ~ . . 







C(2) • 39,936 + 1.2~(34,309) + 126,200 • $ 209,020 
$1,712,045 
time adjusted cost of extrapolation· 
Compound Amount Factor . 
i • 15%; ~ • 2 for 1980-1982 
($1,293,440)(1.3225) . -·$1,710,575 
Case 03 Table 2- tntegrated Logging for Production -of Pulpwo~d 
and Hog F~el · 
study duration: 22 days_ 
production information: 
_ fuelwood.chips • 3164 gree~ torinea . ~ 45% MC 
· pulpwood -roundwood • 207m 




























, ·.,total\ cost of operation • $77,961 
straight-line · extrapolation for 200 day- operad'on 
produc~ion · · 3 
fuel o~d ·chips • 28,764 gre5n tonnes (55,315 m) 
pulp 1ood roundwood • 1882 m 3 •· ; · . 
sawlogs • 254.5 Mfbm (1196 m ) 
: . 
"total cost - $708,736 
. ' 
application1of model equations C(l) and C(2) 
. ...:. _ .. "' 
~ del~vered fuelwood taken as tree-length i 
- \d~livered pulpwood and sawlogs were in shortwood form 
.... sw.- 3078· 
TL .:. 55,315 
. R•O · ":"\ 
CRF • 0.11746 
P -.o 





note: althougq ·pulpwood was produced, it was 'in. the form 
of roundwood and the variable pulpwood · processing 
cost de~ls with .. the specifics of chipping pulpwood. 
. . 
C(1) • 21.78 (55,315) +25.55(3078) • · $1,338,720 
C(2) 
' · ~, ' . 
- 39936 '+ ' 1.25 (28,764)' + 126: .. 200 .; $ 202,090\ 
i . $1,540,810 \ 
\ 
·.time adjusted cost of ex'trapolation 
. \ 
· Compound Amount .Factor 
·i • lS%;" n • 2 for 1980-1982 
($708,736)(1.3225) - $937,304 
. . 
•, I ' • ~ o 
Testing of product trans~ort~tion: 
. ' 




·information: Jf · 
'4· 
' ' quantity ship-ped - r30,000 co-rds (25 J 920 bone dry tonnes) 
distance of. shipment .• 160 nautical tdles 
.. ' , . 
















time adjusted cost: ComJfound Amount Factor @. i • 15%; n a· 2 
($1,860,600) (1.3225) - · $2,460,640 
application or"·model equation C(3) 
s • 0 
·p • 25,920 
F • 0 
marine ... T .. 15.04 
K. "' 372,400 
' 
C(3) • (15.04) 1.45 (25,9.20) .+ 372,400 • $937,660 
cost • $1 ~ 32/lan/carlof!d 
projected cost @ chip, production _of 37,500 green tonnes 
. .. ($1. 32/km/carload) (245 km)(37 ,500 tonnes) · 
. .. $485,100 .· 
. 25 . tonnes/ca:rlc;>ad . 
'\. '·. 
---• ·•·• '- • -- • • _,. I 
•time adjusted cost :Compound Alnount Factor @ i • 15%; n • -2 
-($48.5 .-100) (1-.-3225) - $641 ,545' 
. ' 
- ~ · · 
application of model equation C(3) 
s .. 0 
p .. 0 
F • 37,500 
rail ... T • 19. 44 
K • 68~800 . 
·c(J) -· (19.44) (37.,soo) . + 6a.8oo • $797,aoo ~ · · 
Road 11 · CTC study 
cost • ~0. 90/km/carload ·. . . '\ 
projected cost I chip 'product~on of 37,500 green· tonnes 
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time adjusted cost: Compound 'Amount Factor @ i • 15%; n • 2 
($330,750)(1.3225) .• $437,417 
4 -
application of model · equation C (3 )· 
S-• 0 
• p - 0 
F • 37,500 
road • T • 17~42 
K • 0 
C(3) • (ij.4~)(37,500) • $653,250 
~oad f/2 User survey 
'./ 
Cost • $1.15/km/c:a,rload·. 
, . ' 
-- • . - I , 
. prqjected cost @/ch:ip production of 37,500 green tonneli 
• ($1.15/km/carload) (245 km).(37 ,500) tonnes) 
25 tonneslcarload · 
• $422,62~ 
time adjusted- cost: Compound Auioun·t ,Factor 
($~22,625)t1.3225) ~ $558,922 
··-
appli~ation of model equation C(3) 
7 ' 
. s • 0 ' . 
' p • 0 
F • 37,500 
roa~ • T • 17.42 
. K • 0 





i i = 15%; 
._- \~ ~ 
n • 2 
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